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There are times in the history of literature vhen vriters
are like hermits and retreat into themselves, writing of personal
matters, of fantasy, and shunning any relationship with the con temporary world. There are other times, hovrever, when the writers
become intensely involved "'i th political movements.

This inter -

action of literary and political viewpoints is generally beneficial
to both literature and politics, but usually of more benefit to
the latter. Such a time of literary/political interaction occurred
in the 1930s prior to and during the Spanish Civil War. It was the
war in Spain which brought the political involvement of the writers
to a peak, but it was also this war ,,,hich helped to destroy it.
In the Twenties the British people were passing through a period
of intense revulsion from war. The First vforld War had made people
realize the horrors of fighting, and it was hoped that by the
institution of the League of Nations, war l~uld no longer be the
final means of settling disputes among nations.
The Wri ter~_a.Jl<i_:~he Call.S..JL9i:J-~bre

The literary figures fashionable in the 'I'wenties,

such as

T.S.Eliot, Virginia Woolf and Lytton 8trachey, were not concerned
vith political theories or practices.

They were more concerned

with relationships between people, with critical examinations of
the past or with the arid nature of the presento The General Strike
of 1926 caused no burst of literary activity.
The nmr young Fri ters who first published their i-rork in 1930
or the very late Twenties, reacted against this lack of in.terest
''i'

~~n contemporary politics.

They had only been children during the
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Great War but they

sai:r

around them the mass unemployment created

by the Depression and the disquieting signs of the growth of

li'ascism.

Most of them adopted some form

or

Socialism. They

rejected the bourgeois values they had been brought up in and saw

the future in the rise of the worker frcrn his place as the victim
of capitalist society.

These ideas not only affected their own

work, but, as they gained prominence, gave publicity to the various
political movements they supported from the Labour Party to th~
Communist Party of Great Britain. The wri t&rs were useful not cmlJt
in producing party propaganda of a more subtle variety than thfJ
political tract, but they also extended the concern of socialist
theory to the cultural field, investigating, .for instance, the
relationship of art and propaganda.
On July 18, 1936 a group o.f Spanish Generals, including
Pranco, rose in revolt against the constitutionally elected Popular
Front government of Spain.

This was clearly an illegal move and

the Spanish Gevernme.nt,in attempting to put dow the revolt was
quite in accord with accepted international law in appealing to
other nations to assist it,and in trying to buy arms abroad.
It ,as also clear in international law that other nations should

not give aid to the rebels, nor should any other nation allow its
territory to be used to support the rebels.

Thus the decision

the French Popular Front sovernment to institute a policy

or

or

non-

intervention in the Spanish War, to be atict-ered to by all European
I

nations, was unprecedented • ·rhe French Premier, Leon Blum, made
tho 3Uggest1on only after pressure had been put on him to do so by

V

the British Government and the li'rench Right Wing.

Practically,

the non-intervention policy meant a support of the rebels, for they
were receiving supplies and men

from the Fascist powers, Italy and

Germany, t,hile the government was unable to obtain regular supplies
of equipment.
To many Socialists and people inclined towards Socialism,
including the young writers of the Thirties, the war in Spain was
a clear cut case of democracy fighting against Fascism and all the
forces of reaction.

The Republican Government

or

Spain had been

bringing reforms to the almost feudal social system and the
Government's popularity with the workers was evinced by their
willingness to fight for the Republic, follo,dng mass desertions
from the army to the rebels.

The rebels were backed not only by

the Fascist powers, but also by the wealthy capitalists vho had
been the equivalent of the feudal lords of Spain.

Spain became

the dominant force in the life and literature of the young ~rriters
of the Thirties.
killed.

Many of then went to fight in Spain, some were

The realities of the fight 1n Spain,the acbivities of the

Communists, the disunity within the Popular Front and the sheer
horror of war, were all instrumental in changing the attitudes of
most of the ·writers who survived.

The political beliefs that had

been embraced so idealistically, frequently did not survive
exposure to actual political practices.

Thus the end of the

Spanish Civil War saw the beginning of a retreat from political
attitudes by the previously fiercely committed w-riters.

Both the

effect of Spain on the writers of the Thirties, and their effect

Vi
on thPir public were not insignificant.

Even if the writers h.ave,

like W.H.Auden, repudiated their ".rork since, it was influential
at the time it was written,
The writers of the Thirties under consideration are those
who regarded themselves, and wh.o'were rAgarded by the public, as of
the Left in their ·writings. Writers whose private political
opinions were of the Left, but who did not display these opinions
'

in their work, ,vtll not be considered. Almost all of the ·writers
dealt with espoused some form of Communism ranging from a vague
romanticized form relying heavily on liberal beliefs and personal
idiosyncrasies to the fully fledged, doetrinnaire,card-carrying
members.

They included poets, novelists, dramatists,er1t1os, and

at times acted as journalists.
Qbjectiv1s of the Studz
The main object of the study is to investigate the political ideas
of various British writers before, during and after a crisis. The
chosen crisis ii:t the Spanish Civil War and the writers on whom it
had the greatest effect were the yowig, politically-a·ware poets,

novelists, dramatists and critics who first began to publish their
work in the early 1930s.

The study will attempt to demonstrate

the interdependence of politics and literature in the Thirties and
the importance of literary figures to a political movement.

It is

hoped to reach a final conclusion that ~rr1ters become important
and influential on the eve of a crisis, but that their experience
of the0>r own impotence during a war, contra.eted ·with their influence beforehand, causes them to become politically indifferent

vti

following the crisis.
To achieve this conclusion, it ,,rill fi:rst be shown that the
Thirties ·witnessed a development of political consciousness among

the young writers, the Spanish Civil War intensified and crystallized this political consciousness, but when the young "rri ters
were exposed to the harsh political realities of the Spanish Civil
War, they became aware of their impotence and generally retreated
from politics.

Ho·wever, an attempt will be made to shov that these

writers were important as propagandists or publicists for their
political beliefs whether or not they consciously wrote propaganda.
~OPOSED_9,!P.'Lnrr: OF DISSER'l'A'1:IQM••

The dissertation ,,rill begin with. a brief examination of the

disillusionment, introspection and withdrawal from personal
committment exhibited by the authors of the 1920s such as T.S.Eliot 1
Virginia Woolf, Aldous Huxley and Lytton Strachey.

These attitudes

will be sho,,m to be instrumental in the development of the mood of

the Thirties.

The young writers whose work was first being pub-

lished in the early 1930s reacted against the values of their
predecessors.

The young writers of the Thirties, observing the

economic depression and the growth of Fascism, believed that the
divorce of literature from politics was no longer permissible.
Alone among nations in the early Thirties, the Soviet Union
was making economic progress.

Admittedly this progress was from a

very primitive starting point, but nevertheless the five year plans
were enabling the Soviet Union to escape the mass unemployment and
other hardships of the Depeession.

Both the Depression and the
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growth of Fascism vere seen as an example of the decay of capitalism according to the Communist theory.

This combined "rith the

appeal of the Soviet Union to create a sympathy for, if not an
outright espousal of, Communism.

The young 1,rritars of the Thirties

found in Communism the assurance and the moral coda they needed.
Bourgeois values had been rejected, as if it wa9 felt that they
had helped to create the prevalent crises. The cause of the \crorker,
the oppressed victim of capitalist society was taken up.

Some of

these writers became members of the C.P.G.B., more of them merely
accepted some of its teachings.
The outbreak of the Span1.sh Civil War enabled the rather
vague political beliefs of the young writers to be attached to a
definite cause.

Almost all of them campaigned actively for the

Republicans either by actually ftghting for them or by organizing
aid for them.

Emotional involvement in the Spanish Civil War,

which had become almost a crusade, was both sincere and deep.
Unfortunately the Spanish Civil War was not a clear cut
conflict, the Republicans uere not all representetives of goodness
and humanity, and the ·workers were not u.ni ted.

The rivalries

among the various parties of the Popular Front in Spain shocked
many intellectuals who had regarded the statements of the British
Labour Party about the disunity existing within Popular Front as
complete fabrications.

Par more important in the disillusionment

of the young British writers, was the behaviour of the Communists.
Prior to the outbreak of war, the Spanish Communist Party had been
a very small group.

The disorder of war and the decision of the

ix
Soviet Union to help the Republicans, gave the Communists a.n

opportunity to expand their opera.t:i.ons.

It was soon apparent that

the var was being virtually controlled by the Communists and the
fighting within th.e Popular Front between the Communists and the
semi-Trotsityist P .o .. U.M. in Barcelona, was revealing to many mem-

bers of the British Left,but particularly to George Orwell.

The political disillusionment, that realization ofpolitieal
behaviour in Spain occasioned, combined with awareness of their

mm impotence in war, caused most of the young ·writers to retreat
from political activities and beliefs.

Instead of being important

in influencing people's opinions and in obtaining aid for Spain,
the writers were no more important, once they enlisted in the
militia, than any other militia man, and none of them could have
any

effect on the war.

Many young writers stopped writing

political, social literature, and began to concentrate on more
personal problems.

If an interest in political themes remained,

it was not the same as had existed previously, it became more

cynical, even despairing, as in Orwell's 1984.

However, the

politi.eal opinions expressed by the writers of the thirties were
of definite importance.

They combined with their actions to bring

political ideas to the public and to act as publicity and propagandE
for political beliefs.
,Ib._,_.Qrgf.Wiation of tfle Dirtser~~tign

The first chapter of the study will involve an investigation of
th.e attitude of the young writers of the British Left before the
Spanish Civil War.
groups.

The writers 1irill be divided roughly 1.nto three

the first will consist only of George Orwe11,the second
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of the fashionable Auden-Spender group, and the third of the more
doctrine.ire Communists such as John Cornford and Chrtstopher
Caudwell.

The second chapter vill examine the same people during

the course of the Spanish Civil War.

It will note their opinions,

actions, vrri tings and in some cases their deaths. Again they viJl
be divided into the three rough groups of the first chapter.

The

third chapter vill examine the effects that the Spanish Civil War
had on the writers who surviVEld.

This time they ~-·ill be di,rided

into only tvo groups, Orwell and the Auden-Spender group, as most
of the doctrinaire Communists ,,,ere killed. The final chapter 't,,ill
attempt an evaluation of the previous chapters as vell as an
investigation of the importance of political/literary interaction
in the political ~~rldo
qCOQe of the Dissertation
The period to be studied in this dissertation vill be mainly
the Thirties, that is from January 1930 until December 1939

but
)

reference will be made to the Twenties and the period since 1939,
primarily for comparative purposes. The years 1936 and 1937

vill

be dealt with more thoroughly than other years as the Spanish Civil
War, although lasting from July 1936 to April 19'>9,

was of major

importance to the literary l~rld, ana to the general British public
during 1936 and 1937.

The study of the importance of literature

and literary figures to political movsments will not, hm,rever, be
restricted to the Thirties, although this time ~111 remain central
to the investigationo

xi
§ourcfls

The basic material for the dlssertation was the Fritings of
the various literary figures involved.

,z... ·:; s ~

:~r~

Poems, eaasya, novels,

criticisms and reviews were all important material.

Often more

important than these however were autobiographies and memoirs of
the figures themselves, ·which, as the authors ,,,ere often close
friends of other members of the move:ment, provide information on

many relevant figures.

These are various studies of the Thirties

of a geberal type such as Malcolm Muggeridge's and Julian Symon's
vrhich provide social, political and economic background information as well as literary comment and criticism. Critical works on
some of the ~,rriters have been used, but i,,rherever possible,materia.l
is used directly from the writer rather than by relying on the
interpretations of a literary commentator.
The effect of the ·writers on the public is particularly hard
to ascertain.

Public opinion polls only began in England in 1937

with the development of "Mass Observation° and thus this avenue of
investigation is limited.

The sale of ·works of the various authors

is not really a good indication cf their influence as, especially
,,rith the poets, the influence of a literary figure cannot be

directly related to his commercial popularity.

Much of the influ-

ence the writers exerted would have been through work published
in newspapers and magazines.

Most of the writers studies published

material in The :t{e,z Stateman and, Ns)\tion

which "rould probably have

been the most influential organ of Left-,..ring opinion during the
Spanish Civil War.
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Dating of various poems, which may be as accurate as possible

in order to trace the development of the poets• attitudes, is taken
from the Penguin Poetry of the Thirties when it is not available
from more direct sources.
Limitat~ons
This st11dy does not involve explanation of the causes of the

Spanish Civil War nor of the military acttons i:..rhich decided its
outcome. ~rhe impact of the Spanish Ctvil War in fields unconnected
with the British writers of the Left is also not dealt with,neither
is the place the war occupied in the development of relations
between Europea.n countries.

Political theorists such as .John

Strachey and Harold Laski are not studied as their ,,,ri tings were
political rather th.an literary.

The committees formed to send aid

to Spain vill not be studied, nor will their act~vities, even if
important 1 i terary figures l•ere members of the col!r:1ittes.

Investigation of the relevant lttera.ture does not extend
past those aspects of the work "'hich were influenced by, or import-

ant to the development of political beliefs.

Some left-,:ring

writers who fought i.n Spain, such as Tom Wintringham, Malcolm
Dunbar and Ralph Fox, have not been studied, although information
on thEim was available in some ·works on th.e Spanish Civil War such
as Stanley Weintraub's

Ioe

I@st Great Cause.

This is because

primary material was unavailable, because they ,.,rere prominent more
as military than as literary figures, and because their reactions
to the war did not follow the pattern of the other• write.rs.

CHAPTER 1.

BE.F'ORE THE SPANISH CIVIL WAR

Any reasonably thorough understanding of the literature of
the 1930s demands some study of the basic literary ideas of the
preceeding decade, as much of the literature of the 1930s was
directly in reaction to the earlier work.

The important writers

of the 1920s, and their public, were revolted by the world which
had brought about the Great War. Some, such as Aldous Huxley and

Lytton Strachey_rejected the morals

and beliefs that were

generally accepted; others like Virginia Woolf and James Joyce
examined the personal inner life of their characters rather than
the external realities.

Their attitudes were not affected

political events, the General Strike, for instance,
virtually unnoticed.

by

passed

The most influential ·writer was without

doubt, the poet T .s .Eliot whose poem Th§ W§J:atelyd, published 1n
19?2, was both highly original and representative of the mood of
disillusioned cynicism prevalent among his intelligent followers.
Th.e work of these important literary figures was not
intended for the general public (The Wastel§Jld needed explant.
notes for even a highly educated reader to comprehend it).

The

audience at which these inventive writers aimed their ·work was
educated, intelligent and well-to-do.

Cyril Connolly writing of

this period, notes how a theory crystallized thct polities were
harmful and "not artistic material of the first order,
artist could not be a polit:i.cian"

¥.

that an

Connolly says "A belief in

action indicated a b!alief in progress, a belief in progress was
Victorian and ridico.lousn

It must r,ot be assumed that this was

the only important literary attitude of the period however. Other

attitudes did exist but they were generally individual attitudes
and consequently not as influential as the cynical, personal ones
expounded by Eliot, Virginia Woolf and friends.

E.M.Forster and

D.H.Lawrence both exhibited strong feelings for humanity, though
expressed in very different manners.

1929 brought the Wall Street crash which heralded the world
economic Depression.
and poverty.

Thus the 1930s began with mass unemployment

Fascism was no longer regarded as an amusing form

of nationalism, it had become a most unpleasant force;
Hitler would be in control in Germany.

by 1933

An intelligent person

coming to maturity among this unemployment and poverty and aware
of the growing threat of Fascism, could not dismiss politics as

inartistic material.

The young intellectuals of the thirties

looked for an explanation of' th.e world situation and found one in
Marxiot theory.

The decay of capitalism was predicted to involve

both economic depression and the harsh repressions of Fascism. The
impact of Marxism was heightened by the fact that alone of the
countries of the world, Russia was making economic progress. The
Russian economy was still in a ~ather primitive state, but the
five year plans were enabling it to avoid suffering as the

capitalist economies were. Marxism thus appeared to the concerned
you!lg writer not only to be cor1·ect in its predictions of world
events but also to be the doctl"ina of the future, of progress and
of hope.

Neal Wood, in his study of theBritish intellectual and

Communism, notes the adoption of Communism by the young writers
of the thi.rties, saying

"To the nihilist in search of an escape from
the Wasteland, Communism extended the
•scientific'system of Marxism. It was a system
of great human ingenuity, indeed of archetonic
grandeur, apparently logical, coherent and reasonable.
The hesitating empiricist, bewildered by the flux
of events, no doubt turned in great relief to

such a rationalistic system, that so plausibly
accounted for a great number of hitherto in2

-explicable and unrelated phenomenan.
So.me of tb.o~e ·vho found reassurance in Marxist doctrine became,
actual Commun1,st Party members.

\

.J
>ff:

Cecil Day Lel<•is was a membe1~ fo;t

a number of years, Stephen Spender for a few weeks, Christopher
Caudwell and John Corn.ford, both of whom "rn.re killed in Spain,

were very sincere members.

Other writers expressed Marxist belief

from outside the party or became associated ,,•i th various other
socialist groups.
Very few, if any, of the writers approached their beliefs
with the thoroughness of George Orwell.

Orwell decided that it

was necessary for him to examine mass unemployment and the F.nglish
working class before becoming completely committed to Socialism.
In the book which resulted from this study - The Road to~]1.1gan

.£.!.ti:• Orwell says:
'*before you can be sure "rhether you are

genuinely in favour of Socialism,

you

have got to decide whether things

at

present are tolerable or not tolerable

4.
''and you have got to take up a definite

attitude on the

terribly difficult

i ssue o.i.~ c1~,::a.ss"3
•

Orwell decided that the present situation ·was intolerable after
spending a considerable time among the unemployed working class
in the industrial north of F..ngland.

Onuell examines the class issue in three chapters which

include autobiographical material to 1.:.!xplain how his own attitudes
developed.

He approach.es the class problem with a clear recog-

nition that he is middle class (lower-upper-middle class, to be
precise), and that his tastes, notions and prejudices are middle-

class. Hence he says "the f'aet that has got to be faced is th.at
4,
to abolish class distinction means abolishing a part of you1•self"

Non acceptance and non•recognit:ton of this fact render most
attempts at overthrowing class divisions futile or causes them to
backfire and actually increase class prejudice. Often the middle•
class Socialist ·who is intent on break.ing do"rn class barrier::
who tends to idealize the ·working man, does not come into conta"'

with a real worker.

Only t·wo types of working cle.ss people come

normally with the middle-class and neither type is typical. The
working class intellectual and the Labour Party functionary

provide the ordinary bourgeois "ri th hfs only ehan~e of meeting a
\<rorking class person.

These types have to be aggressive to

-\kl

succeed and often rej act the vorkin.g class background
j

/\

misrepresent.

·which the"
.,

They are apt to shatter the middle class

Socialist's belief in ~he exploited but pure worker and

Orwell

presents this as one answer to the large number of ardent young

Socialists wb.o become reactionary and Conservative as they grow
older.
°From one point of view't

,

says Orwell, "Socialtsm is such

elementary common sense that I am sometirees amazed that it has

"

not established 1 ts elf already"•. ,

This pr•efaces Orwell's invest•

igation of the ills of Socialism, for he readily acknowledges
that the number of socialists is not growing &s could be
reasonably expected.

In almost all countries of the world,

Socialism is failing to advance or being defeated, ·while Fascism
continually gains more support and follo1:rers.

Orwell concludes

that the ma.in things wrong ·with Soc:J.alism are its adherents and

its assumption that the ultimate end of Socialism is universally
des ired.

According to Orwell the ordinary person 1.s repelled

from Socialism by the large proportion of cranks who are Socialist~

Orwell says that
"One sometimes gets the impresgion that th.e
mere ·words •socialism• and •commw1ism • draw

to":ards them with magnetic force every fruttju:i.ce drinker, nudist,sandal-·wearer,
maniac, quaker,

1

sex-

Nature-eure• quack, pacifist

and feminist in England". 6
Orwell does admit th.at Socialism also attracts prim white-collar

·workers and •youthful snob Bolsheviks••

For Orwell, a true

Socialist must have a love of the wortcing class, but b.e says that
many of the intellectu.3,l Socialists appear to be motivated solely

by a sense of order.

It is this type of Socialist who 1s

6,
concerned with ideological purity and who expounds theory to the

workers in terms so complex that the ordinary person concludes
that Socialism is unapproachable.

The quest for ideological purity

L~volves the Socialist in constant vituperation against the bourgeoisie,

many of whom could be potential allies if they were

presented with propaganda that vould point out to them how they
were oppressed by the capitalists in exactly the same manner that
the workers ·were oppressed.

The propaganda which Socialism was using was completely
wrong in Orwell•s opinion.

'rhe effect of bad pronaganda

,,ra.s,

according to Orwell such that,
"The orainary decent person, ·vho is in

sympathy ·pi th the essontial aims of
Socialism, is given tho impression that
there is no room for his kine' in any

Socialist party that means business.
Worse he is drtven to the cynical conclusion that Socialism is a kind of doom
vhich is probably coming but muot be
staved off as long as possible 0 • 7
Orwell attacks the belief that all people desire the mechanical

progress Fhieh. is so often presented as the objeet of Marxism.
The average .Socialist seems unaware that many people vie·w the

increasing mechanization as destructive of human effort
creativity.

and

Presentation of the true objecttves of Socialism -

justice and liberty - is one of Orwell's suggestions

for

the

7.
improvement of Socialist propaganda. Thus, to Orwell, the vorker
who is a Socialist because he believes it to be the only way in
which he can improve his life, is a far better Socialist than tile
more ideologically sound intellectual Socialist with his belief
in order and mechanical progress.
In his consideration of Socialist propaganda, Orwell
examines the Socialist literature available and dismisses it as
practically all dull and bad,
"the high-water mark, so to speak, of
Socia.list literature is W.H.Auden, a sort
of gutless Kipling and the even feebler
poets associated ·with him". 8
Yet Or·well notes in

tlH?

very next chapter that -vriters are

becoming increasingly political in contrast to the opinion of the
previous decade which declared politics too vulgar for words. 9
Or·wel: feared that the political aware11ess of' ·writers would lead

them to Fascist attitudes.

The fear of Fascism led Orwell

to

advocate the Popular Front, vhich he regarded as a safe move as
long as the essentials of Socialism wt1re main ta i.ned.

Orwell

believed the Popular rront should rt:1crutt all who bolieved that

tyranny must be overthro·wn but should avoid "the type of humbug
who passes resolutions 'against Fascism and Commun.ism•,
against rats and rat-poison°. 10

i.e.

The conclusion Orvell arrives

at is that

\ll that is needed is to hammer

11 ..

public consciousness.

t1-.10

facts home into the

One that the interests

of all exploited people are the same; the other

8.
that Socialism is compatible 1-•ith
Common decency0 • 11

Orwell's study of Socialism and the conditi.ons of the
unemployed in England •s industrial North, presents the problems
and the evils very clearly, but rarely gives suggestions
alleviate them.

to

Where suggestions are given, as above when he

suggests hammering two facts home they are likely to be vague
i

and exceedingly difficult to implement,

This points up the often

repeated charge that Orwell was really a reporter; he presents
the situation, analyses it but does not give a definite
suggestion to resolve it.

,Ihe Rorad. to WJ.gcin fie.t, does not set

out to be a novel and is an overt piece of social reporting, but

the second part of the book, that concerned mainly with the
analysis of Socialism, should contain suggestions whereby
Socialism could alleviate the suffering depicted in the first pa.rt
It may be said that Orwell is concerned ·with increasing the

appeal oi" Socialism so that it ·would be in a better position to

attack poverty and mass unemployment, or that he assumes that
Socialist policy will automatically improve the working man's lot
in a manner that all readers ·would understand.

This still does

not remove the dissatisfaction caused by a very thorough investigation of the economic problems of the working class being left
·without any proposals for improving the situation. John Lehmann
says that Orwell's style

0

1s thoroughly typical of the thirties,

where the boundary dividing creative writing from reporting
becomes at times so difficult to define". 12
Raymond Williams
also notes the quality of reporting in Orwell's early work,

9.
finding it in two levels.

The first level is a report on the

curious or exotic, and to Orwell's middle-class reading public,
the life of a miner was certainly curious, if not exotic.

The

second level is that of a perceptive critique and occurs when
13
the class or society observed is near the reporter's own.
The miners that Orwell investigates are perceptively studied and
the whole society 1n which they (barely) exist 1s subject to a
very perceptive critique.

Orwell's other early works such as the

novels ijurm§se ~aYs and Coming Up for Air represent tentative
steps towards the position developed in the Road to Wigan

Pter 1

In 1932 a collection of poems called New Sig,nat!dres was
published by the Hogarth Press.

'J.lhe contributors included W.H.

Auden, Julian Bell, Cecil Day Lewis, John Lehmann and

Spender.

Stephen

Some of the poets had had work published previously,

but this volume caused them to be regarded as a group,expressing
views in their poetry that differed from most other contemporary

poets. Tile volume was introduced by Michael Roberts who said
"The poems in this book represent a clear
reaction against esoteric poetry in ·whJ.ch
it is necessary for the reader to catch
ea.ch recondite allusion*'.

14

The imagery used by the poets was contemporary and frequently
mecllanical but the political interests ascribed to them were not
very marked in the poetr•y of this volume.

Roberts notes a

feeli.ng of personal u:..importance that comes from a solidarity
·with others.

He also expressed the hope that soon n1 t may be

15' poetry that would be

possible to "'rri ta 'popular• poetry again",

10.

comprehensible to, and enjoyed by, all.

Yet these feelings had

not, at this time, been formulated into, or associated with, a
particular political creed.

The anthology which followed it a

year later, New CoYAtrz, was definitely political, even revolu•
tionary.

In the preface Michael Roberts argues a congruity of

interests between the workers and the intellectuals and suggests
that the intellectuals should work within the Communist Party of
Great Britain.

It contained prose 1"t0rks including some by

Christopher Isherwood.
Leonard Woolf, o·wner of the Hogarth Press, said

or

them

or

the

"Despair has always been the occupational
disease of young poets, but the poets of
New Sig.t_1aturecs, it must be admitted, had

more reason than most for gloom and
16
foreboding",
David Daiches notices their divergence from the poets

twenties, in particular from 'l' .S.Eliot, by saying that the
Wasteland was a symbol of spiritual dessication, while for the
poets of the thirties the Wasteland was

R

real physical state, a

geographical reality. 17 Yet while the young writers acknowledged
the horrors of the F..ngland of the Depression, they did not sink

into gloom or despair.

They sought relief from spiritual

dessication not, as Eliot had done, in Anglo-Catholicism but in

some form of Socialism.

Political issues in the thirties seemed

very clear cut to the socialist-minded intellectual. Evil resided
with Fascism and good with the Soviet Union.

Thus Marxist theory

11 •

was fJSpoused, the workers were idealized and much of ti1e poetry
produced was ruined by semi-digested lumps of propaganda and
Marxist doctrine.

Cyril Connolly says that

"Writers flourish in a state of political
flux, on the eve of a crisis, .rather than
in the crisis itself, it is before a ravolution that the'1 are ltstened to and come
18
into their ownn.
This perhaps explains th,, impact of these young poets vho were
aware of the approaching eris .i.s.
its unity was minimal.

•rne coherence of the group, eve

Its memberB shared some ideas for a short

time and had ju8t enough similarities for Michael Roberts• introduction to be feasible.

Stylistically it held together largely

due to the influence of W.H.Auclen on many of' the other poets.

W.H.Auden 1s undoubtedly the best'.poet of the group, he is
also one of the least political.

Although Monroe Spears•

assertion that nAuden creates many of the modes of thought and
19
feeling characteristic of his time••, 1s true, he rarely creates
the thoughts and feelings themseJ.ves.

The importance of Auden in

the development of Stephen Spender is amply demonstrated
Spender's aut@biography World within World in which Auden
1

in
com-

pletely dominates the younger Spender, in minor matters such as
frequency of composition and in major ones such as the relation-

ship of the subject of a poem to the actual poetry. According to
SpEmder, Auden believed that the subject of a poem was only a peg
20

on which to hang the poetry.

This shows Auden's divergence from

12

the more political poets who felt that poetry should be propaganda, subjugated to politics, with the subject the most important
part.,

Auden's attitude to propagandists is given in his intro-

duction to a.n anthology he compiled in 1935, vith James Garrett,
called D}e Poet's To9gi1e.

Auden ,,•rites

"The propagandist, ·whether moral or
political, complains that the ·writer

should use his powers over vrords to
persuade people to a particular course
of action, instead of fiddling while

Rome burns.

But poetry is not conce1~ned

with telling people what to do, but with
extending our knowledge of good and evil,
perhaps making the necessity for action
more urgent and its nature more clear,
hut onlJ leading us to th a point where
1

it is pvssible i'or us to make a rational

and moral choice". 21

Auden never accepted Communism, he refused to believe that
poll tical exi.gency ever justified lying. 'l~his rnarx:lsm ,,,as un-

orthodox and pe:r:;onal.

For a while he regardeJ Marxism as an

inevitable historical processt but was, according to Spender,
unable to take even his ov.rn Marxism seriously. 22 This is evident

in his most doctrinaire work, the masque The.Qance of Detatb.,
This is a facile and rather immature portrayal of the decline of
a elass through an inherent death-,,.1ish.

The impact of the Marxist

doctrine in the work is lost among many divergencies and farcical
high-spiritedness.

The Marxist view of history is expressed in

musical comedy doggerel such as
"The feudal barons did their part
Their virtues ·were not of the head but of the heart.
Their ways ,.rere suited to an agricultural lana
But lending on interest they did not understand"
Marx himself enters at the end rather in the manner of a deus ex
machina, to the chanting of the chorus
0

0h Mr.Marx, you've gathered

Jll the material facts
You know the economic
Reasons for our acts".
Such a. treatment cannot but denigrate a doctrine of the high
seriousness of Communism.
Auden ,~ombined wtth one of the prose contributors to

New Cou,ntry, Christopher Isherwood, to ·write other plays su.ch as
On the Frontier and the ~ t of' F6, ".rhich were topical,
symbolic representatio11s of the modern world depicting the rise

of Fascism, the threat of war and the evils of capitalismo
Isherwood spent much of the early thirties in Berlin and his semi
autobiographical novels such as Gooqbye_:~o Berlin and Mr Norris

Clganges Trains, depict many of the evils cf life in the German
capital,

The commentary is always incidental to the maj.n story,

yet corruption and senseless violence pervade the books.

The

indirect approach probably makes them all thA more effe~tive as

anti-fascist propaganda.

Isherwood was an advocate of armed

resistance to Fascism and a supporter of the Popular Front but
his novels do not even comment on the horror that provides their
background, they merely present it as normal, but, of course, the
reader sees, and is meant to see, ho"r it di verges from accepted
normalcy.
Auden's influence was more noticeable in Cecil Day Lewis'
poetry than in that of the other New Signatur~spoets. Day Lewis'
earlier poetry had been in the Georgian manner, therefore the
change in style was more obvious.
ho·wever, much deeper than Auden's.

His political committment was,
Day Lewis was the first of the

group to actually join the Communist Party.

Although he was a

consciencious party member, even his Communism was not orthodox.

He says, in his autob~ography, that it came from a heritage of
romantic humanism

"quite incompatible •••• with the materialism

and rigidity of Communist doctrines". 23

Day Levis examines his

motives for joining the Party and the satisfactions he obtained
from it.

His examination is useful in sho"ring the needs of the

writers which political activity satisfied.
11

He says

What attracted me most perhaps in the
Communist philosophy was the concept
that ve discover reality by acting upon
it, not thinking about it: to one whose
grasp of reality seemed so insecure, and
who at times cra.ved for a.ction as for a
drug, this concept felt like salvation11 • 24

15.
He also says that local party membership gave him a sense of
being part of a close community.

The need to belong and to have

faith was particularly strong among the young New Signaturespoets.
They had generally rejected traditional rel~gion but needeosome-

thing with which to replace it.,

Marxism became their creed but

this separated thAm from their class ..

As th9y were all.of middle

class parent.age thv.!1' could not join the working class, and thus
they were isolated between a clas~r they re;jeC'ted and

ideali:zed but could not e.l").ter,.
well in his poem

0

g,

class they

Thi 8 isolgtion Day Lewis expresses

The Conflictn

"Yet living here

As one bet·ween two ma.s~ing powers I live
Whom neutrality cannot save

Nor occupation cheer"
Day Lewis concludes that one has to join the workers, for

" •• ,.. only ghosts can live
Between t·wo fires•"

Despite his Party membership and his decision to join with
the worker~J, ray Lewis seemed, like Auden, not to take Marxism

as seriously as the true political beltever.

In The Buried DaY:

he says
11

we tended to feel politimil action

anrl the writing of verse with a
social context, as temporary necessities;
and we treated the slogans and rigid
ideology of the extreme left with

considerable levity or scepticism". 2 5

16.
Some of the other poets of the day treated the Marxism of Auden
and his friends vdth more than considerable levity.

William

Empson, who had been one of the contributors to ~ew Signatures,
later published a poem titled "Just a Smack at Auden°, one verse

of which contained the lines
0

What was said by Marx, boys
What did he perpend?
No good being sparks, boys, waiting for the end.
rreason of the clerks, boys,
Curtains that descend,
Lights becoming darks, boys, waiting for the end."

The only other poet of the New Si_g_r@tq:r:~s group to join the

Communist Party was Stephen Spender.
only for a period of ,,.reeks in 1936.

He was, however, a member
Anthony Thwaite explains

this very short period by saying that Spender
"was always too willing, from the Party's
point of view, to see both sides of the
question, and too self-centred ever to be
an adequate member of a revolutionary team". 26
Spender describes the growth of his interest in Marxism in his
autobiography World

i, 1iU11n

World. In 1931 he was staying in Berli

near Christopher Isherwood ·when they received nm,•s that Edward
Upward - a close friend of Isherlrood 's and influential on nearly

all the group - had become e. member of the Communist Party.

At

that time such an action appeared to thei:i to be extraordinary

and extremist.

When, not long after, Upward himself arrived in

17.
Berlin, Spender's thoughts began to be influenced by Marxist
arguments.
time.

Spender could still not accept Communism at this

He writes
"I still found in myself a core of resistance
to the idea that if I was a Marxist my conception of freedom and truth must simply be
behaviour dictated by Marxist expediency". 27

(This was also one of the aspects of Marxism that Auden could not
accept).
One of the poems Spender wrote while in Berlin was about
the funeral of a Communist. "The Funeral" is written from a sympathetic, but external viewpoint.

The poet does not enter the

poem or, presumably, the mourning or dreaming, but the mourners
are portrayed as strong, simple (and idealized) workers who
" ••• walk home remembering the straining red flags;
And with pennons of song fluttering through their blood
They dream of the World State
With its towns like brain-centres and its pulsing
arteries"
Another of his poems published in New Signaturesis overtly
Marxist and propagandist.

This is the poem beginning

"Oh young men, oh young comrades
it is too late now to stay in those houses
your fathers built ••••• "
and is the most political poem in the whole volume.

Yet, while

it is a direct call for rebellion, it still does not involve

18.
participation in _organized political activity.
Spender's poetry is nearly always more personal than that
of his contemporaries~ His best poetry usually describes his own
emotions and he describes himself as an autobiographer.

Con -

sequently his interest in such an abstract and external phenomena
as politics is unusual and needs explanationo

Spender feels this

himself for he examiues why he, and other members

non-

of the

political intelligentsia, became involved in politics during the
early thirties.

He notes that in a settled society, politics is

the concern merely of the Axperts but, that, at certain times,
people ha "e poli t j_cally conscj_ous roles forced on them.

He cites

as an example the Je¥ in Hitlerts Germany. Hitler forced politics
on the intellectuals as well,

not only by persecution

hut by

making some of the nihilistic fantasies of European literature
come true.

Particularly while living in Germany, the public

horror of Fascism became part of Spender's personal life, di.rarfing
his own moral problems. 28
Wriile in Vienna in 1934,

Spender became involved in

the

political activity that was in reaction to the suppression of the
Socialists th.ereo

The long poem he wrote about this,

called

nv1enna", was literaril.Y' un~uccessful and internally digunited,

probably due to Spender's own uncertainty at the time. He says that
the anti-Fascist writers of the thirtte~ vere

•ta i vided

beti.,.reen our literary vocation and

an urge to save the ·world from Fascism.
We Fere the Di 1rided Generation of Hamll'1ts" 29

Spender was almost ready to join the Communist Party.
critical work, The Destructive Element,

he discusses

In his
the

Communist writer saying that the writer who grasps anything of
Marxist theory feels he is moving in a world of reality, a
purposive world not merely of obstructive and oppressive things;
he is concerned with realizing in his own work the ideas of a
classless society.

Spender continues

"The whole point of artists adopting a
revolutionary position is that their
interests may become social and

not

anti-social and that their criticism
may help to shape a new society" 30
The need for artists to have some effect on society ,,ras
emphasised by the reaction of one critic to The Destructive
Element, who complained that if Spender did not travel abroad so
much he (Spender) would realize that England could not possibly
be affected by the chaos prevalent in other European countries.
Instrumental in the publication of New Signature,

and of

New Coun~!Y, was another young poet, John LehmannJwho had become
an apprentice-Manager of Hogarth Press.

The influence of Leonard

Woolf, the owner of the Press, had hastened Lehmann's conversion
from Liberalism to Socialism.

Lehmann•s importance to the

literary movement of the thirties is more as an entrepreneur critic, editor and publisher - than as a writer.

Lehmann says

that he became a Socialist partly due to his "deep-seated horror
31
at human injustice and cruelty",•
Lehmann analy1e1 the causes

20.

of his later turn to Marxism in 1934 and concludes that there
were three major factors that affected not only him, but also
many of his contemporaries.

The first factor was that capitalism

would apparently stop at nothing to achieve its ends.

This was

particularly apparent to Lehmann as he was at that time in Vienna
where reactionaries had taken over by force.

Secondly Russia

seemed to be the only country not subject to crises and it was
assumed that this was due to its elimination of capitalism.
Lastly the complete failure of the British government to make an
effort to halt the spread of Fascism, and even in some cases, the
collusion of Britain with the Fascists, caused Marxism to be seen
as the only symbol of hope.

32

Lehmann also served as the link bwtween Julian Bell and the
other New Signatur1spoets.

Bell was a nephew of Virginia Woolf

and the son of Vanessa and Clive Bell.

Consequently he had been

brought up surrounded by Bloomsbury and the beliefs af the
literati of the twenties.

His outlook on life, literature

and

politics thus differed from those of the other New Signatures
poets, to such an extent that he was very wary of being published
in the same volume.

He wrote to Lehmann to emphasize his position

and his difference from the other contributors, saying, about
life, politics and poetry
ttI believe most firmly that what is needed
is the most extreme eighteenth century
domination of the intellect over the emotions" 33
Bell differed from the other contributors mainly in style; his

21.
satire "Arms and the Man°, typical of the style he developed after
1932, was stylistically

related to Popeo

The ideas expressed

in it,however, are typical of the thirties and of the other poets
of New Signatures.

Bell too was affected by unemployment and the

threat of war. He begins the final movement of "Arms and the Man"
with
"Strike then, and swiftly; if the end must come
May war, like charity, begin at home:
Do what we can, and use what po,,,rer we have,
Confront the ruin, if we cannot save;
Nor leave the politicians to their trade,
To spread the idiot tangle they have made."
Yet while Julian Bell saw the need for radical change in
England, he disagreed with the attitudes Auden and his friends
took in reaction to this need.

Being brought up in the highly

rational atmosphere of Bloomsbury, he could not follow their
enthusiastic espousal of the workers.

He agreed with their

analysis but not with their solution.

Nevertheless he was aware

of the overwhelming importance of finding some solution, as he
·wrote to the New Statesman and Nation in December 1933
11

It would be difficult to find anyone of any
intellectual pretensions who would not accept
the general Marxist analysis of the present
crisis.

There is a very general feeling ••• that

we are personally and individually involved
in the crisis, and that our business is rather

22.

to find the least evil course of action
that will solve our immediate problems
than to argue about rival Utopias. 0 34
This belief had become intensified by Janu~ry 1936 when he
writes, in "A Letter to Roger Fry 0

,

about the position of young

Socialist intellectuals
nwe think of the world first and foremost
as the place where other people live, as
the scene of crisis and poverty,

the

probable scene of revolution and wa•: we
think more about the practical solution
of the real contradictions of the real
world than possible discoveries in some
other worla.n35'
Julian Bell 1 s solution still did not involve Communism and he did
not consider himself a part of the group of poets and wrtters
surrounding Auden.

He was at this time Professor of English at

the National University of Wuhan in China.

l:1 rom
1

China he wrote

an open letter to Cecil Day Lewis, whom he regarded as the best
of the poets friendly with and influenced by Audeno He attacked
their faith in the proletariat and presented his own views •
..... we the intellectuals, are members of
the governing classes.

We have the choice

of supporting or overthro·wing the existing
regime.

The arguments for overthrowing it

inexpugnable: let it be overthrown.

But

before we do so, let us defend our
class interests, preserve our own kind
of good life and listen to no nonsense
about the ,rirtues produced

in the pro-

letariat by those very evils we are
going to abolish."
"It seems to me that you and Auden are

successful in the measure in which you
deal with the complex position of the
governing-class revolutionary and that
your failures arise from simplista
applications of the red and ·white morali ty-" 36
Julian Bell still valued liberal beliefs, his socialism was more
a means of removing obstacles to the realization of

a trµlt

liberal society, than a method of establishing an egalita.rian
Socialist Utopia.
Like the other young writers of the thirties, in the early
years of the decade, Julian Bell was an advocate of pacifism; the
disasters of the Great War must not recur.

While campaigning for

the Labour Party in the 1931 General Election, he wrote to John
Lehmann
11

I believe tf one troubled one could get
a strong pacifist party, or even get men
to strike against a threatened ·war"37

As the decade progressed, his attitude began to change. In 1935
he edited a collection of pacifist essays entitled We Did Not

24

1914-18 Ext1er,ienq_es of War Resisters. In the introduction

,Eight:

to this he wrote
"the attitude of the younger generation
of 11rar resisters has learned too much
from its enemy, it has grown - even in
peace-time - into a war mind: sometimes
even into a ,,rar hysteria. Yet with all
its defects, I believe that the war resistance movements of my generation will in
te:.

the end succeed in puy:ying down war - by
force if necessary".3 8
This latter comment was very much like the militant approach
to pacifism he deplored, yet it was precisely this attitude - the
belief in the overwhelmimg importance of preventing war ... that was
to be instrumental in sending Julian Bell, and other ·writers, to
Spain.
One of the prose contributors to New CountrI was the very
doctrinaire young Communist Edward Upward, the effect of ·whose
conversion to Communism on Stephen Spender has already been noted.
Upward was more important as an influence on other ,;,rri ters than as
a writer himself.

He published one novel, ;ournex to the Border,

in the thirties and one short story irrhich was really part of the
novel.

He did, however, contribute an interesting and important

essay to a book edited by Cecil Day Lewis and called The Mind in
Chains.

This book was a series of essays, most of them by Comm-

unists, on the position of creative work, i,.rhether artistic, educational, or scientific, under capitalism and socialism.

Upward 1 s

essay lras entitled "Sketch for a Marxist Interpretation of
Literature".

The importance of this essay is primarily in the
--

discussion of the place of politics in the life of a creative
writer.

According to Upward, the bourgeois writer
"must change his practical life, must go
over to the progressive side of the conflict,
to the side whose practice is destined to
be successful; not until he has done this
will it be possible for his writing to give
a true picture of the world". 39
I

Up·ward realized that doing this would be dangerous to the writers
literary output.

He says

"joining the worker's movement does mean
giving less time to imaginative writing but
unless he

the writer

joins it his writing

will increasingly become false, ·worthless
as literature.

Going over to socialism may

prevent him, but failing to go over m._ust
prevent him from writing a good book"4o
If Up·ward 's very small output was the result of his Communist
activities, it is perhaps as well that other members of the
not
literary movement of the thirties did 1,become as involved as he
did.
Another Marxist literary critic was Christopher Caudwell
(real name Christopher St.John Spriggs) who showed interest in
politics until 1934 when he was twenty-seven.

$ After reading
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1,rorks of Marx, Engels and Lenin, he joined the Poplar Branch of
the Communist Party.

Unlike Upward h1.s period as a Communist

Party member was his most productive literarily.

All five of his

important books - three of literary criticism, one novel and a
book on physics - were written between 1934 and January 1937, as
well as quite a lot of poetry and some of the rather indifferent
detective novels which, published under his real name, earned his
living.

A prominent theme in Caudwell's writing, noticeable

particularly in Further Studies in a Dying Culture 1 is the unity
of thinking and doingo

Action was not a value in itself,

neither was philosophizing.

but

This belief was reflected in his

membership of a Communist Party Branch.

If he accepted the theory

of Marxism, it was necessary also to accept some form of action
dictated by it. Therefore, belonging to a Communist Party hranch,
working with it for the worker's revolution, was an expression
of a basic belief that would be demonstrated once again in regard
to Spain.
Caudwell specifically denies that art is propaganda.
has a social functiono

Art

It must present truth, it must show men

the nature of human liberty so that men's minds will be changed,
and the truth presented in the ·work will be a guide to action.
This is not propaganda for it does not seek to persuade man to
follow a particular course but to make him see that a particular
course is right.

Caudwell illustrates this by saying

"We are not persuaded of the exista.nce of
Hamlet's confusion or Prufock's greedy
world-weariness •••• we feel so-and-so and

27.
such-and-such" 41
John Strachey, in his Introduction to Caudwell's Studies in

a

Dytng C,ulture, says that part of Caud·well Is intention was to

make men realize that they will find liberty first by breaking
down the unconscious set of social relations and coercions and
then by building up new, conscious social relations

hich are

1,1

called socialism ..

Liberty to Caudwell was the presence of oppor42
tunity and not the absence of constraint.
Raymond Williams says
that Caudwell's notions of art and the interaction of reality and
culture, are not purely Marxian but an interaction of Romanticism

and Marxism. 43

If one accepts William's point, it merely pulls

Caudwell more firmly in.to line with the majority of English
Communist and fellow-traveller writers of the thirties

and

especially with Auden and his friends whose debt to Romanticism
was considerable.

Caudwell was occasionally guilty of the great

literary sin of including unassimilated chunks of Marxist theory
in his poetry.

A glaring example of this is in the love poem

No.X1V of his "Twenty Sonnets of Wm. Smith"
"••• nor indeAd are you unskilled
In body's older dialectice

Where thesis and antithesis achieve
By friction a. diviner synthesis"

Evidence that the sympathy for Marxism among young poets of
the thirties was caused by the economis: cr:i.ses and the threat of
Fascism and ·was not the result of being a certain age or undergoing common experiences, is given by the example of John Cornfordc
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Cornford was much younger than the other poets, but experienced
the impact of Marxist ideas in the very early thirties. He joined
the Communist Party, or at least the Young Communist League,
March 1933 when he was seventeen.

in

While in London waiting to go

up to Cambridge, he threw himself violently into political
activity in student and communist groups and ne"rspapers. he, 111.k.e
Caudwell and Upward•, was investigating the relationship between
art and reality, like them he believed that art could not be
44
divorced from man in relation to his material surroundingso
Cornford differed from the older Marxist poets, though not
from Caudwell, in the unromantic and uncompromising nature of his
Communismo His experiences in London cleared all traces of &ie
Romanticism from his beliefs and he was impatient of the gentility
and restraint expected in University politics. A demonstration he
helped to organLze on Armistice Day 1933 gained muc1. support and
publicity for the Socialist movement and incidentally included
among the demonstrators, out more for fun than for ideological
reasons, Julian Bello

The demonstration was anti-war, for at that

time it was still possible to be both anti-Fascist and pacifist.
In the Spring of 1934 Cornford wrote an article on the younger

poets for the ,CBll)bridge f&!:!•

In this he claimed that Auden and

Spender wrote revolutionary poet!"y because it vas a literary
fashion and not as historical reality.

His dismissal of these

poets was nor surprising as he demanded direct participation in
revolutionary struggles as a prereqvisite to the ability to write
revolutionary poetry. 4 ' Corndord 1 s own political work left little

29
time for his poetry.

While at Cambridge he wrote only nine poems,

including a very propagandist one ending
ft

•••• their day is over,

They can't be deaf to our shout, 'Red Front•n
In early 1936, Cornford wrote an essay on the reason for the swing
of students to the Left.

0

It has come", he wrote,"because the

actual conditions of their lives, the actual problems with which
they are confronted, force them steadily though hesitatingly to a
revolutionary position° 46

The conditions which he notes include

lack of job opportunities for graduates, money spent on arlJls
ra.ther than on irr.proving heal th services and the refusal of
capitalists to spend part of their profits in improving working
conditions.
Thus the first he.lf of the 1930s witnessed a renewal

of

interest in politics among intellectuals generally, and a.mong
vriters in particular.

The Depression and mass unemployment,

together with tho overwhelming Labour party electoral defeat in
1931,at home ana the gro"•th of Fascism abroad forced people to

become aware of the situation and search for explanations of it
and a.lso for possible solutions.

When both answer and solution

appeared to be given by Marxism, it was inevitable that it should
be accepted as the ne,, faitho

The extremely miserable situation

of the worker, especially in the industrial North of England,made
the idealization of the worker - theoppressed victim of capitalisn
whose place in the future was celebrated in Marxist doctrine follow the acceptance of Marxismo

George Orwell developed a sane
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but sympathetic view of the workers by detailed study and
observation of them.

The younger poets and writers, particularly

those published together in New Signature§, had little contact
with the workers and consequently had an unreal concept of them.
They did, however, provide useful analyses of the situation of the
bourgeois intellectual who, accepting the Marxist diagnosis of
society, realizes he must join the side of the workers but is,
through membershaip of the middle-class, unable to do so.

Some

of the bourgeois intellectuals did join the Communist Party and
the workers, the most sincere and thorough being Christopher
Caudwell and John Cornford.

Julian Bell accepted the need for

revolution and many Socialist beliefs, but retained a belief in
the need for a governing class - of which he, naturally, would
be a member.
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CHAfTER. 2,

THE WRITERS DURING THE SPANISH er/IL WAR.

The Spanish Civil War began ·when a group of Spanish general:

including Franco, issued a pronunciamento on July 18,1936 against
the elected Popular Front Government.

Spain had been almost a

feudal country, ruled by the church and other landowners.

The

Coalition of centre and left-wing parties that formed the Popular
Front Government was attempting to bring social ref'orm to the
country. Franco and the other generals were representatives of
the old oppressive forces• landlords, the church, army officers
and industrialists, local and foreign. These reactionary forces

were hacked

by the Fascist powers Italy and Germany,

despite

these countries ' token adherence to the Non-Intervention Agreement.
It was largely this Agreement tna.t caused the general furore over
Spain.

According to international law, Franco's force

were

rebels, and a nation giving them aid, or allowing aid to be supp•
lied to them from or through its territor,, was acting illegally.
The Spanish Government were within their rights as a constitutionally elected government, in seeking to buy arms

and in

requesting aid from other nations in order to put down an internal
revolto The Non-Intervention Agreement, proposed by the French
Popular Front Government under Leon Blum, after pressure had been.
applied to it to do so by the British Government and powerful
right wing forces within France, was intended to prevent any aid
or military supplies being provided to either side in Spain.

The

Agreement was intended to prevent the local Spanish War escalating
into a general European or World War.

The result of the Agreement

was the crippling of the Republican (government) forces in Spain,
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for although Germany and Italy signed the Agreement after much
prevarication, they did not abide by it and soon were openly
flaunting their intervention.
For a very short time, there was in Britain, tentative
approval of the Non-Intervention Agreement by most of the people
and even by most of the Labour Party.

This approval was, however,

conditional on total observation of the Agreement by all signatories.

When it became evident that the Fascist countries were

not only sending military supplies to the rebel forces but sending
conscripted armies as well, the Non-Intervention Agreement lost
the support of much of the British public and most of the Labour
Party.

The Communist Party of Great Btitain at first adopted a

mildl7 pro-Republican policy, as Stalin had, but when Stalin judged it opportune to intervene and send military aid, (but not
Sufficient aid for victory) to the Republicans, the C.P.G.B.
became violently interventionist and recruited volunteers for the
International Brigadeso

The local Communist Parties had in

general been actively supporting the Republicans from the first,
sending money, medical supplies and ambulances to them.
For the British writers of the thirties, already politically
involved, but rarelY committed to particular parties, the Spanish
Civil War mobilized and directed their beliefs. The threat of
Fascism, the cause of the worker and the socialization of private
property were all '9lements of the Spanish situation ·which
appealed to the writers.

Furthermore, the Republicans were acting

legally under international

+aw.

The Republicans were seen as

representatives of democracy, progress, freedom and the unity of
the working class, while the rebels ·were the forces of reaction,
Fascism exploitation and repressive feudalism.

Spain was the

place to stop the spread of Fascism, to halt the groving threat
of world war.

The Spanish Civil War presented the opportunity

for the bourgeois intellectual to work with, and actually get to
know, the ordinary working man.

Attempts at the latter in England

had not been successful, the class barriers ·would not be broken &e,
down, but many of the writers felt that in Spain, in wartime,
conditions would be different.

Julian Symons notes this hope and

adds
"to many of the volunteers it seemed~•••
in these early months, that in Spain the
classless society of which they had
talked so much and which they relunctantly
knew not to exist as yet in the Soviet Union,
had been created here in one decis lve stro!.:e" 1
The awareness among the informed British public of the
interest among British writers in the Spanish Civil War and the
importance of the war to the writers' development, was demonstrated in late 1937 by the distribution of a questionaire on the
war, to a large number of British writers.

The questionaire,

compiled by editors of the journal Left Review, asked two question:
: firstly "Are you for or against the legal government and the
people of Republican Spain?" (The opinion of the questioners
being clearly shown by the wording of this question) and secondly

"Are you for or against Franco and Fascism?".

Approximately

12% of those who responded were either neutral of Fascist.

The

remainder were divided into the militants - the largest group
consisting mainly of the younger and more political writers-)
the Liberal individualists and anti-Fascists - largely those who
had experienced the last war - ) and the eccentrics such as George
Bernard Shaw. 2
In December 1936, George Orwell went to Spain intending to

write some articles and a book, for which he had received an
advance from his publishers, about the Spanish situation.
According to Stanley Weintraub, Orwell enlisted in the militia 1n
Barcelona, because it was suddenly more important to fight than
to report on the fighting.3

It seems unlikely, however, that

Orwell went to Spain without any idea of fighting, for he mentions
in an essay on Henry Millar, that he talked with Miller about the
war on his way through Paris to Spain.

Orwell reports Miller

telling him that
"to mix oneself up in such things from a
sense of obligation was sheer stupidity.
In any case my ideas about combating
Fascism, defending democracy, etc., etc.,
were all baloney" 4 •
From this it appears that Orwell had some thought of fighting
before he reached Spain, even though he took his newly wed wife
with him.
It 1s difficult to abstract a definite statement from
on what particular
Orwell's writings on why he went t o Spain,
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political motives he acted. This is perhaps indicative of Orwell's
own lack of kno·wledge of his own motives. In the only discussion
of his reasons for fighting in the book he ·wrote about Spain ...
Homage to Catalonia -

he says

"When I came to Spain, and for some time
afterwards, I was not only uninterested
in the political situation, but unaware
of it. I kne"r that there was a 1,.rar on,
but I had no notion what kind of a war.
If you had asked me why I had joined the
militia I should have answered: 'To fight
against Fascism', and if you had asked me
what I was fighting for, I should have
answered: 'Common decency'."'
Presumably when Orwell ways he had no notion of the kind of war
he was joining in Spain, he means that he was not aware of the
actual situation, of the rivalries and hostilities within the
Popular Front and of the activities of the Communists.

1 Common

decency' was Orwell's term for all that he held good and worthwhile.

It was his term for the real end of Socialism, for all

that he valued in the working man and for all that he desired for
every man.

Orwell's reasons may be taken as representative of

most of the writers who fought for or supported the Spanish
Republic.

They did not really understand the situation, but in

their own view they fought for the good against the bad; the
issues were clear-cut, black and white.
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Orwell accepted the view of the ·war put forward by the
New Statesman and the News Chronicle, according to which the
defenders of civilization, the Republicans, were a united front
fighting the Fascists.

In reality, the Popular Front in Spain

was composed of many different parties only held very loosely
together by opposition to the right-wing.

The Republican army

was composed of various militias belonging to the different
political groups.

P.s.u.c.

The best organized group was of the

(Partindo Socialista Unificado Cataluna) the Communist controlled
Socialist Party.

u.c.

The Trade Union group associated with the P.S.

was the u.G.T.(Union General del Trabajadores) also Communist

controlled.

Another important group was the P .o. U.M. ( Partindo

Q':

Obrero de Unificaci6n Marxista) dn anti-Stalinist group, held to
be Trotskyist or semi-Trotskyist as its leader, Nin, has been at
one time Trotsky's secretary.

c.N.T.

Other important groµps were the

I

{Confederacion National del Trabajo) an Anarcho-Syndicalist
/

/

Trades Union, and the F.A.I. (Federae1on Anarquista Iberica) an
Anarchist secret society.

These groups all, more or less,

directed their own actions against the enemy in the early stages
of the war. Unified direction came after the Communists gained
control and removed some of the uncooperative parties.
Orwell joined the P.O.U.M. militia because he arrived in

i&PE-

Barcelona with I.L.P. papers rather than the communist paper
required for enlisting in the

P.S.u.c.

ONe of the first things he

learned in Spain was that the workers were not fighting for a
type of bourgeois democracy, as the Communist and liberal papers

4o.
of the West had declared, but were fighting for vrorker•s control,
for the revolution.

Russia did not want a revolution 1n Spain, it

would have gone against the Marxist vie1tr of history, according to
which socialism is preceeded by bourgeois democracy, not feudalism.
A Communist Spain would also prejudice the recent Franco-Soviet
Agreemento

The workers could not gain complete control as they

could not simultaneously fight Franco and their own government. The
workers neede~both the support of the middle class and
government to attempt to defeat Franco.

of the

Soon after enlisting in

the militia, Orwell discovered that there were intense arguments
between the various parties on the relationship of the war and the
social revolution.

The P.O.U.M. and Anarchist parties believed

that the war and the revolution must be pursued together, they were
inseparable. The P.S.U.C. believed that the war must first be won
and after victory, the revolution could be continued.

Orwell's

initial reaction to all the arguments was to say "Why can't we drop
all this political nonsense and get on with the -war" 6
On joining the P.O.U.M. militia, Orwell was sent to the Lenin
Barracks for instruction until a new •centuria' was made ready.
This period horrified him as there was no rifle practice - there
being no rifles.

There was not even any instruction on how to

pull the pin out of a bomb. The only 'instruction• given was
antiquated parade ground drill.

The time was, however, valuable to

Orwell as he was living among, and being accepted by, ordinary
working class people.
Statement

Orwell generalized his experience in the

"Every foreigner who served in the militia
spent his first few weeks in learning to
love the Spaniards and in being exasperated
by certain of their charaeteristics" 7
Orwell was particularly exasperated by the Spanish unpunctuality,
disorder and indiscipline. He spent the inactive periods listening
to never-ending political discussions, and rapidly became hostile
to the POUM viewpoint because it was the one he heard most about.
The Communist viewpoint appealed to Orwell as the Communists had
the practical policy of first winning the war, although they
necessarily sacrificed the revolutionary purism that was so important to the POUM membars.
Until the fall of Malaga early in February 1937,

Orwell

disregarded the rivalries between the parties, merely prefering
the Communists for their more warlike tactics. The first doubts
about the relationships between the parties that he records, come
with the rumours of the fall of Malaga, which was said to be due
to treachery and divided aims.

The idea of the good Republicans

fighting the evil Fascists was no longer sufficient explanation
of the war.

The fall of Malaga introduced another important

aspect of war to Orwell - the complete fabrication of war news.
On the night of thP- fall of Malaga, which the Republicans did not _
report for a few days, the Fascists in the position opposite
Orwell's celebrated by machine gunning and attempting to bomb the
Republican position.

The Republicans suffered one casualty and

the whole affair was little more than a noisy celebration by the
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rebels.

A few days later, however, Republican papers and radio

reports published news
"of a tremendous attack with cavalry and tanks
(up a perpendicular hill-side!) which had been
beaten off by the heroic English"

8

After 115 days in the line, Orwell went on leave.

During all

his time at the front he had hardly fought at all, yet his

exper-

ience had impressed on him the necessity of establishing Socialism
in Spain and throughout the world.

He had been isolated from the

world among a group of revolutionaries, highly politically aware,
living in greater equality than he had imagined possible, where
class divisions were virtually non-existent and where no man was
the master of another.

Orwell contrasts his experiences with his

normal life.
"One had been in a community "rhere hope was
more normal than apathy or cynicism, where
the word •comrade' stood for comrade-ship
and not humbug. One had breathed the air
of equality" 9
His return to Barcelona, however, was very disillusioning.

The

revolutionary atmosphere that had inspired him to join the militia
had vanished, people were no longer interested in the war, only in
when it would end, and class divisions were reasserting themselves.
On the 3rd of May, about a week before Orwell 1 s leave was up,
While he was negotiating his exchange to a Communist unit of the
International Brigade, fighting broke out between the Communists

and the Anarchists. There had been threats of hostility bet·ween the
C.N.T. and the

u.G.T.

for some time.

At first it was thought that

only the Civil Guards - a type of police - were fighting the
Anarchists.

The POUM had some influence in the CNT and the POUM

militiamen ·were mostly CNT members, thus following the attacks on
the CNT, the POUM had to be prepared to be attacked as well.

On

the evening of May,, Orwell received news that the government was
going to outlaw the POUM, which, as it was the weakest party, would
provide the most suitable scapegoat for the Barcelona street
fighting.

This did not happen at the time, a.n armistice was called

followed by virtual occupation of Barcelona by the Assault Guardsanother type of police force.

The fighting provided the excuse

for the Valencia government to assume greater control in Catalonia
and the PSUC papers began to depict the rising as a fifth column
action of the POUM which was now said to be a disguised Fascist
organization.

10

The reports of the Barcelona fighting in the

Communist press intensified Orwell's distrust of newspaper reports,
for the street fighting, which began with an attack on the CNT-h.eld
Telephone Exchange, ·was presented as a premeditated action of the
POUM under Fascist orders.

Orwell gives many reasons why the

fighting could not have been a POUM plot as the papers had said.
Ten days after Orwell returned to the front he was shot
through the neck by a Fascist sniper and sent back to Barcelonao
While he was a·way at Saetamo getting

R

discharge, the POUM was

declared an illegal organization and all the people connected with
in began to be arrested.

For a week Orwell had to dodge arrest
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and finally he and his wife left Spain by train, escaping being
searched in Spain by looking bourgepis. They escaped being
arrested at the border by Spanish inefficiency,(the 11st on which
he was given as a suspected Fascist not having reached the border
control).
On returning to England, Orwell sent some articles on the
Spanish situation as he saw it to the Hew Statesman, the editor,
Kingsley Martin, refused to publish them.

In his autobiography,

Martin says he did this as he felt that so many other papers were
attacking the Republicans that Orwell could have his work published in them without asking the New Stat~sm§A
anti-Republican camp.

11

to join

the

On the 8th July 1937, Orwell wrote to

Cyril Connolly of his Spanish experience

"I have seen .,,ronderful

things and at last really believe in Socialism which I never did
before" 12

Yet, as he started writing up his experiences,

the

•wonderful things' seemed to diminish and the evils to become more
evident.

This process was accentuated by news from Spain and by

December he was writing to Connolly again, complaining about the
way the war was going
"nearly a million men dead in all, they say,
and obviously it is going to be for nothing" 13
Orwell's attitudes to the further development of the war and his
feelings whie writing Homage to Catalonia

will be dealt with in

the next chapter as they are reactions to his experiences in Spain,
W.H.Auden went to Spain in January 1937, intending to offer
his services to a British ambulance unit.

Soon after his arrival

he wrote anarticle, "Impressions of Valencia 11 for the New
Stitesma.g. in which he was full of enthusiasm for the work

or

the

ordinary people, especially in keeping such things as trams and
trains running and
"doing all those things that the gentry
cannot believe will be done unless they
14
are there to keep an eye on them11 •
He explains the attitudes of the workers by saying that the

"people have been learning about what it
is to inherit their own country, and

once a man has tasted freedom he will not
lightly give it up; freedom to choose for
himself and to organize his life"

11+-

Yet Auden was back in England by March, refusing to talk of his
experiences.

He did not repudiate his commit1ment, however, for

his reply to the Left Revtftw questionaire on the Spanish Civil War
said that if Spain were lost, the spread of Fascism across Europe
"would create an atmosphere in which the
creative artist and all who care for
justice, liberty and culture would find
impossible to work or even exist" 1 ;

ts

the pamphlet\ giving this opinion was published in June 1937,

Auden must have answered the questionnaire very shortly after
returning from Spain.
In May 1937, Auden published "Spain", one of the most
important poems, both for literature and politics, written on the
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Spanish Civil War. The poem opens with anexarnination of the past,
of the development of history and of man's progress.
"••• yesterday the invention

Of cartwheels and clocks, the taming of
horses. Yesterday the bustling 1-rorld of navigators"
The last three verses of the first movement end with"••• But
today the struggle."

The second section depicts the reaction of

various people - the poet, the scientist and the poor - to the
struggle, as yet unnamed. The people call to an external force
·vhich is termad merely 'life' and shown to have the power of
instituting political and soci.al phenomena for the invocation

et;ai

starts
"Did you not found the city state of the sponge,
Raise the vast military empires of the shark
And

the tiger, establish the robin's plucky canton?"

The people ask this force to
0

Intervene. 0 descend as a dove or
a furious papa or mild engineer, but descend"

The life-force, however, gives the onus of decision-making back

to the individual saying
"I am whatever you do •••

I am your choice, your decision, Yes, I am Spain"
Audents third movement presents the situation in Spain as the
acting out in real life of the thoughts and the fears of a person,
"Our thoughts have bodies; the menacing shapes of our
fever
are precise and alive ••• 11

The fears become the Fascist armies ·while the gooct thoughts are
the Republicans
"Our moments of tenderness blossom
As the ambulance and the sandbag; Our hours of
friendship into a people's army"
The poem ends with a vision of the future as a time of beauty,
peace and harmony, but again, as with the view of the past, the
future is contrast with the present, with
"The expending of powers
On the flat ephemeral pamph.lett and the boring meeting"
The last verse reaffirms the need for action now, for
"••• the time is short and
History to the defeated
May say alas but cannot help or pardon"
This extended analysis of "Spain" is necessary not only
because changes later made to it help to high.light Auden's
\

\

changing ideas, but also because it demonstrates the belief 1n
the necessity for action that was prevalent in the thirties.
Auden does not distance himself in this poem, the happenings 1n
Spain are important personally, responsibility is personal.

In

this, "Spain" is representative of the poetry of the Thirties of
which Robin Skelton says
"feelings of private and of communal insecurity
are fixed togethe_r so that the personal lyrical
16
anguish informs the political statement".
Skelton•s statement is more true of Stephen Spender than it is of
Auden.

Auden's poems were generally abstract investigations of

events and positions, whereas Spender produces his best poetry
when he is writing of events and emotions that affect his
personal life deeply.

His experiences during the Spanish Civil

War illustrate the overriding importance to Spender of his
private life.
When the war broke out, Spender was living in Vienna workin.
on his book Forward from Liberalism,

a statement of his develop-

ment towards Communism and the exact nature of his 11iew of
Communism.

As the title suggests, he saw Communism as the direct

descendant of liberalism (Spender was, it must be remembered, of
an old-fashioned Liberal family, his uncle being the Liberal
vriter J.A.Spender)

In the preface, Spender says he is writing

the book in an attempt to clarify the opinions of like-minded
people who he terms liberals, defining then as
"those who care for freedom more than for
the privileges which have given freedom
of intellect to individuals in one particular
class; those who are prepared to work towards
a classless communist society; if they are
convinced that freedom ·will be enlarged in
this way." 17

Spender ends his book with a plea for support of the Spanish
government, while recognizing that violence and repression in
Spain are inevitable on both sides of the conflict. The excesses
of a revolution are far more preferable to a war "which even the
capitalist leaders ••• say will lead to the utter collapse of our
. ·11 za t·10ntt • 18
ClVl

Spender's attitude to Communism is also revealed in the
verse-play he ·wrote at the beginning of the Spanish Civil War Trj.al of a .1udge 1

The play 'is set in Nazi Germany and depicts

the impossibility of being a liberal in a decaying society
threatened by Fascism.

The central figure is the judge, a liberal

who is persuaded for •reasons of state' to find guilty of murder

a group of Communists who killed a policeman in self defence, and
to acquit a group of Nazis who murdered a Jew.

When the Kazis

come to po1,;rer the judge is imprisoned for his belief that the
sentences he gave ·were wrongo

.Although Spender attempted

to

follow a doctrinally •correct' Communist position, it is obvious
that his sympathies are ,ri th the Jud go and his outmoded liberalism

The comparison of Fascism and Communism which the Judge gives to
two Communist fellm,r prisoners is far more credible and sympath-

etic than the opinions of the Na?.is or of the Communists.

The

Judge says
"Dear friend, your ·world is the antipodes

Of the world of those
Who seal us in this living tomb:
And travelling there, where all seems opposite
Yet all ·will be the same; only
Those who are new oppressed will be the oppressors
The oppressors the oppressed."
A young Communist Yho saw the play protested against Spender's
apparent Liberal sympathies.

Spender records her comment in his

cont.ribution to The God That Failed

-------..._;;--=;,,.;:;,.;,,,

nNovr, she said, it is not Liberalism
or mysticism which we want from our
19
writers but militant Communism"
Spender was, ho"rever, incapable of presenting, with

any great

conviction, emotions or opinions with which he did not fully sympathiseo

He

felt that Communism was necessary to halt the spread

of l•'ascism, but preferred the, to him, ineffectual Liberalism.

Soon after F'or,..rard From Liberalism

w-as published he was

invited by Harry Pollitt to join the C.P.G.B. to help the Spanish
Republican cause.

Pollitt said he was prepared to accept Spender's

disagreement on certain points, and then asked if he ,,rould join the
International Brigade.

Spender replied that he did not feel he

could be useful as a soldier but was willing to help in any other
vayo

A close friend of Spender's, T.A.R. Hyndman,

World Within World

·pho appears in

as Jimmy Younger, joined the party at the same

time as Spender, but did go to Spain with the International B:rigades.
At first his letters to Spender vere full of enthusiasm but after
his first experience of battle he became disillusioned and Spender
felt responsible for Hyndman getting into a situation i.n

he could be killed for a cause he did not believe in.
thus welcomed being sent to Spain by

The Daily; Worker

i,rhich

Spender

to find

out what had happened to the crei.r of a Russian ship sunk by the
Italians,

as it vould ene.ble him to attempt to

discharge.
as the answer

The expedition for the
-

negotiate Hyndman's

Daily Workc-r. was pointless

that the crew ·was interned at Cadiz -

have been gained Fi thout leaving

London.

could

(The infor~ation

was obtained by sj_mply asking at the Italian Consulate).

The

trip did, hm,•ever, inspire Spender to return to Spain, which he
did after being offered a job as head of English broadcasting

with a Socialist broadcasting station.
by

This job had disappeared

the time Spender a::.--rived in Valencia, as all broadcasttng

stations had been unifiod, under Communist control, no longer
being run by the separate political parties.

The rest of the timE

in Spain, Spender spent trying to obtain Hyndman's discharge. He
managed to arrange for him to be kept on non-combatant dutieso
IIoi.rever, Hyndman ·was later sl3nt up to the front during an emergency, he deserted, was recaptured and imprisoned.
effort Spender obtained a

to Engla.1.'1.iio

ais charge

After much

for Hyrnlman vho was sent back

7hus Spender 1 s first experience of Spain was overlaic

'trith deep distress and anxiety for his friend.

The dtvision he

felt over ;.rorkir1g against people committed, as he was, to the

Re}'l!

Republican side, pr(wented Gpendnr :from being as enthusiastic
towards the struggle as many oth,9r writers were initially.
On his return to England, Spend er "\<Irate an article

denouncing dishonegt recruitment for the International Brigade,
i•rhich wa:::: preS'Jnted as a Popular Front organization but was reallll

Communist controlled.

Spender felt that the Republican cause ·was
20
Sufficiently worthwhile to allo11r the truth to be told.
In the
Swnmer of 1937, Spendar returned to Spain for a ,,rri ter ts Congress
that was being held in Madrid. Theoretically it was designed to
show support for the .3pa.n.ish R8pnblic, but it developed into a
I

concerted attack on Andre Gide whose recent book on the So,rie.t
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Union had had the temerity to be critical.

Spender found himself

w1able to take the Congress seriously it nhad something about it
of a SpoilHd Children's Party, something which brought out the
1

,,01"st in many delegates" 20

The delegates, as Spender depicts

them, certainly seem little interested in the war in Spain.
Everyone seemed primarily concerned with himself, his own import•

ance and comfort, and Spender exten1s this criticism to himself.
Most of the poetry that Spender wrote during and about the

Spanish Civil War was published in 1939 in the volume, The Still
fentre.

In the For·eword to thf volume Spender explains why,

despite his support of the Hepublicans, he <l<fld not ·write more

heroic poems about it.

He says

"A poet car1 only i-rri te about 1·.rha t is true

to his own experience, not .1bout vhat

he

would like to be true to his experienceu'.) 2
If thL) i3 truE' of poets in general, it is particularly true of

Spender who could not write convincingly about subjects that ·were
not personally important to himself'.

His best known poem about

the Jpanish Civil War nu1tima Ratio Hegum 11 tends to be forced and
artificial vhe.t1 it attempts to rE~late the young dead soldier to
the larger world.

The simile of the soldiers life "intangible as

a Stock Exchange rwnourn is partir.:mlarly false and causes one to
think that Spender must have inade desperate efforts to bring the

evil capit;alists into his poem.

The poem improves ,,.rhen Spender

considers jus·c the soldier and his death, and the final question
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0

was so much expenditure justified
On the death of one so young and silly
Lying under the olive trees, 0 world, O death?"

has made more impact than the straining after wider referents in
the first section.

A far more natural poem, in that it did not

appear artificial, forced or written because the subject seemed
'poetic 1 , is

0

'I'houghts During an Air Raia•: This is an investig-

ation of the unreality of the death of unkno'1rn people

and the

inability of a person, in this case the poet, to believe that his
own death is possible.

The poet also finds it difficult to

believe that his own death would be as unii:npo1•tant to the world
as the deaths he is reading about in his paper, are to him.
'.fhe poem

u

Port Bou a tells of a day spent at Port Bou, the

first day of Spender's secong visit to Spain (the visit i,,rhen he

intended to broadcast on a Valencia radio station). Presumably
this was written either on that day or soon after, for the mood is
not that of the later poer:1s writ.ten when he had experienced some

ofthe horrors of var and the frustration of' trying to extricate
his friend from the International Brigades. The militia men of
11

Port :3ou'' have 1tvarm waving flag-like facesn, their carbi.nes
0 •••

brush against cheir trousers

almost as fragilely as reeds;
And wrapped in a cloth

old mothe1· in a shawl -

The terrible machine gun rests. 11
War is not real to the writer of this poem, and the militia men
are like the idealized workers of' SpenderJs early work.
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It is noticeable that Spender did not write an important general
poem on the ·Fhole of the Spanish si tuatio.n like Auden 1 s "Spain"

or parts of Ma.cNei.ce •s Autumn Journal or George Barker I s "Elegy
on Spain."
Poets such as Louis MacNeice, George Barl,;:.er and Dylan Thomas
will not be dealt vith as, although they vrote about Spain or were
committed to the Republican cause, they ·pere .not politically
committed 1i-7riters nor does their work often treat the political
aspects cf various situations.

Mac1'Teice was

defiantly apolitical,

George Barker identified vith the rlecaying part of the Thirties
society and Dylan Tho~as was ½oth poli~ically incoherent and far
;nore egoccn'tr5.c than Spe'1.der. One is nnahle to examine

Chris-

toprrnr Isher1.•ood 's at 1~.itut1es t.o the Spanish Civil ·war as for the
early part of the war he was sttll imrobrer1 i-ri th his German

friends :.L"ld :i.n 1938 he departed with W.H.Auden to examine the war

in China explaining that by 1918 the Spanish Civil War was overcrowded wi -t;h celebra ties 23 John Lehmann also did not go to Spai1
O

as h0 wished to ~ee the end of the Austrian Drama, but he

real-

ized that vhat happened in Spain would determine largely what

happened in Austria..

He was personally involved in Spain,however,

as his brother-in-law, Wogan Phillips, had volunteered

as

an

ambulance driver.

Lehmann produced, with Spender, an anthology,

PoemLl9£.~tn,

and published much of the literature inspired by

the Spanish Civil War, or 1,rri.tten by combatants, in his biannual
publication .Nrw WrJ.t.:f.ng.
of Spain,

Lehmann was strongly aware of the pull
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"the pull of an international crusade
to che ideals and aims of ,,.rhich all
intellectuals (except those of strong
Catholic attachment)

,•jho had been

stirred by the fascist d~nger,

felt

they could, in that hour of apocalypse,

whole-heartedly assent"

24

The pull of Spain had a slightly different effect on Cecil
Day Lewis who, ,,rhile participating in party activities tc form an.

English Popular Front during the Spanish Civil War, observed the
forr:iation of the International Br:i.gade and felt that he should
volunteer but lacked the ccurags to do so.

2;

He did, however,

Yrite pootry about the vRr including the rather trite
Volunteer"

,.,hieh probably suffered through Day Le·wis

or

to say, 1 itrn th(~ voltJJ)teers

"The
t

inability

thP poem

W::'el1 t her in Fngland 5.f they ask.
Vhat brought us to the<se ue.rs •••

We cume beea~se onr op0n eyes

Day Le1:1 5.s ymblished

Overtur:,~s to

ir'.

Death -

+:fu:

same volume as

"The Nabarra".

best nodf~rn narra~;:i.ve poer1~~.

"The Volunteer"

-

This i s ~ one of the

't'he poem is based on an actual in-

cident vhen thrN" fj_shinf'. boats, inclnd ing one called the

'Nabarra', attacked the rebel cruiser

1

Canarias 1 uhich

cepted a fr~ighter carrying ar~s to the Republic.
•,..i~•
h.. oa(;s
+t+·-!- 3 +-•~O
f 1.:,u.1ng
a.,"em1_J~en

a·1.ver +-. ,

+h
v,. e

had inter

The Three

re anar ~... as ' snffi.
c1en tl y t o

allow the freighter to reach port, and ,ere hlovn to pieces.

The

subject was eminently suited to a tragic treatment and Day Le·wis
does not fail his material.
heroic action of the

1

He ends his story of the doomed yet

Nabarra'

·with an outcry against Non- inter-

vention statesmen.
"Ii"'reedom was more than a vc>rd, more than the base coinage·

Of politicians who hiding behind the ~hirts of peace
They had defiled, gave up that country to rack and carnage,
F'or ,,rhom, indelibly stamped vith history's contempt,
Remains but to haunt the blackened shell of their

policies0
When the Spanish Civil Uar broke out, Julian Rell ,~sin
China, becoming more mature and already moving a.vay from the only
tentatively pacifist att1.tude he had held under the influence of
his pacifist parents.

Since the time when he was "irery .voung,

he

had held his pacifist beliefs concurrently vitbf fascination for

Par and battles.

In China he experiencBd life in a country ,,,hPre

areas ·we.re unsafe or impenetrable as they were held by Communist
rebels, or by bandits.

This helped to condition his outlook, and

the distance from F,urope enabled him to vie,, happeni.ngs there '-'i th
1

greater detachmEmt and objectivity than. most of the young ,,riters
,.,ho 11 ved closer to the European crises.

vritten hardly any poetry,
Letters,

While in Chi.na he had

but produced some interesting

generally statements of his beliefs, nominally addressed

to friends such as E.M.F'orster or acquaintanees like
Levis.

Open

Cecil Day
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At first references to Spain in Julian Bell's letters home
are patchy and he is obviously ill-informed, hut by the beginning
of October he is advocating an underhand policy of Machiavellian
principlen by which politicians, especially L4on Blum,

should

publicly supnort neutrality and non-intervention, while givine
as much underhand assistance as poss:tble. 26

On December the 5th

1936 he wrote to his friend Eddy Playfair
"I think I ought to go to Spain as a
volunteer, beth because I believe I
could be more use than ~ost other
people 'La reference to his knowledge
'·1

of tactical aspect':'\ of uarfar_:J and
because I 1,rant ~tlitary training and
experience ·vhtch can only be got if
one has first hand 1-i:.r.mded ge. » 27

At abouti this time he vas vriting an Open Letter to E.M.Forster
on "War aDd Peace". In this he gives his attitude to Fascism
vhich is, he says
"an aggressive international creed, and
it is clear enot gh t hs.t the first stage
1

of fascism in any country is the destruction
of all culture and l1hrrty, the decencies
and amenities of the libAral life••• fascism

i.s not e. fre2 'z. of hnman ,dckednes s, but a

n~~ural consequence of an.economic change,
that it is the political ex7ression of a

desperatoly squeezed and harassed middle class,
just as socialism is the political expression
of working class and oppression and idealism1128
Later in the same letter he defines his own position as
0

a social democrat who is not a liberal,
I am all for compromise and moderation
and for avoiding a civil ·vrar at any cost.
But I do not thinlc you can have any
compromise that will avoid civil war and

yet does not settle ~he question of power
in favour of sonebody of convinced and
01·ganized ,...o,..~ al~ .S-1-"'n 29
;:)

\..,;..J._

J..

U,:J

Julian Dell was not avare, ::.:ts very few people at that time were

aware, that the civil var in Spain if won by the Republicans
would give power to 'convinced anr1 organized' Com.nw1ists. Neverthel0s s he rega!'d E}d evi~n :cc Con:uunis t d ietatorship as preferable to

a barbaric Fascist one.
In January 1937 he -vrii:es, jtBt before leaving for England,
tb.at he feo:_s a in.oral obligation co fight in Spain for what he
belie,res in, viTticularly &s he approves of wars in principle.

The only nmjo1· problem in his joining the International Brigades
was his mother's reactio11.

Vanessa Bell was very deeply attached

to her son, and to her· pacifism.

'fhe vhole Bloomsbu1·y ethos ·which

put persor:aJ. re-lat ions f:..rs t in any decision, was against Julian
going to Spain as it ,~uld upset his mother.

While waiting in

England to be accepted by the International Drigades, he spent

some time canvassing for the Labour Party in Birmingham from
where he wrote to his mother that "the proletariat

are

just

lumpish and du11n30 He wrote no more poetry, but concentrated on
polemical writing designed to aim attention at matters rather than
to gain assent to his opinions.

As a concession to his mother's

fears, he agreed to stop trying to join the International Brigades
and to go to Spain instead as an ambulance driver for Spanish
Medical Aid•
Julian Bell ts motives for going and wishing to fight in
Spain were totally different from those of any other writer \-,rho
fought or was emotionally committed to the Republican cause.

He

was opposed to Fascism, as they were, but does not seem to be very
committed to the Republicans or even to know much about them.

He

was certainly ignorant of the internal politics of the Popular
Front.

He decided to go to Spain largely to gain experience of

war at first hand. As children, he and his brother Quentin

had

evolved complex war games and the theorectical, tactical side of
war still fascinated him.

He had also developed a code of the

soldier - detached, with a disinterested devotion to duty.

No

cause was pure, but the soldier could nevertheless maintaih his
integrity through obedience to an abstract duty rather than
through adherence to a cause which would involve a modification
of his principles.

At the end of June, Julian Bell was sent to

Madrid, where he was shocked by the military organization,before
the July offensive towards Brunete began.

Although a non-

combatant, his position as ambulance driver was probably better
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suited to his desire to experience war, for he was aware that he
was being useful while being able to act on his ovm initiative
and not have to wait for orders from above. Bell had joined
Richard Rees who had already been in Spain some months, and they
talked of Bell's idea of 'Socialism from above', which enabled
him to combine his Socialism with his belief in the worth and
position of the upper classes. On July 18th 1937, the anniversary
of the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War, his ambulance was bombed
and he died later that day in the Escorial hospital.

As Stansky

and Abrahams say of him
"He had never thought of Spain as the
incarnation of an ideal, nor had he
been svrept up in a rush of ideological
enthusiasm - he did not run the risk
of being

d11 illus ioned, only of being killean3 1

The Poplar branch ~f the C.P.G.B. had been active in raising
money for Spain from the outbreak of the Civil War.

When

in

November they spent the money on an ambulance and equipment to
send to Spain, Christopher Caudwell drove it, in a convoy of
trucks and other ambulances, across France into Spain.

Once 1n

Spain he joined the International Brigades where with his aptitude
for all things mechanical - he had published five books on aeronautics and invented an infinitely variable gear - he was soon
made a machine gun instructor.

John Strachey, in his Intro-

duction to Caudwell 1 s Studies in a Dying Cultur~, quotes from a
letter in which Caudwell gives his reasons for joining the Inter-

-national Brigades
11

You know how I feel about the importance
of democratic freedom. The Spanish People 1 s
Army needs help badly; their struggle, if
they fail, will certainly be ours tomorrow,
and, believing as I do, it seems clear
where my duty lies" 32·

Once again the belief in the unity of thinking and action became
important in his life, Caudwell could not sympathise and agree
with the Republican's struggle, without joining it. Part of
Caudwell 's Illusion and Reality wa's written after the outbreak of
the Spanish Civil War and an interesting part of it is a discussion of anarchists, who he believed were disgusted bourgeois.

In

practice the anarchist discovers that even the destruction of an
outworn society requires organization.

Caudwell cites the example

of the anarchists in Barcelona who were forced to sapport the
\

central government and to help organize militia, defense and
supplies. He comments that the final irony of the position of the
anarchist is contained in his ne-wspaper report after the Fasctst
revolt that "the anarchists are keeping order in Bareelona". 33
Caudwell was sent to the Jamara front and on his first day in
battle, February 12th 1937, he was killed ·while eovering the
retreat of his unit.
Ed·ward Up·ward

a id

not go to Spain, but his attitude to the

situation, including the inter-party hostilities, would have been
strictly in accordance with Party doctrine. This may be ascertained
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by a comment Stephen Spender makes about Upward, at the time of
the Moscow trial of Yagoda ,,rho had been important as a prosecutor
in earlier trialso

Spender asked Upward what he thought about the

trials, Upward
"looked up, with his bright glance like
a bird-watcher's, and said: 'What trials?
I 1 ve given up thinking about such things
ages ago 034
To Upward whatever the Party said or did was right because the
Party was right.
Just bafore the Spanish Civil War broke out, John Cornford
had been planning to spend an August holiday ·with Margot Heinemann
in France and then they intended to go to the inaugural conference
of the International Peace Campaign in Brussels.

When the Civil

War started, however, Cornford decided to leave England a week
earlier and spend the first ·week in Catalonia observing the
attempts to transfer the Republic into a ·worker's state, while
simultaneously fighting the Fascists.

The idea of non-interven-

tion was only just being considered, when Cornford arrived in
&pain on August 7th 1936. Private volunteering for the Spanish
Republican Forces had not effectively begun.

A fei:r British living

or holidaying in or near Spain had already volunteered, but none
were yet actually fighting.

Cornford 1s intention was just to

observe actual instances of the phenomena he had so often campaigned for, a revolt on the

1 Left and a war against the Right.

He obtained a press card from the ~ews Chronicle.

Arriving in

Barcelona on August 8, he 11:.rrote to Margot Heinemann
"In Barcelona one can understand physically

·what the dictatorship of the proletariat
means. All the Fascist press has been taken
over. The real rule is in the hands of the
militia committees ••• It is genuinely a
dictanorship of the majority supported by
the overwhelming majority. 113 5'
Cornford remained in Barcelona as an ace red i ted free-lance reportez;
just three days.

On the third day he travelled to the front with

a party of journalists including Franz Borkenau.

On August 14 at

the furthest point that the party was scheduled to visit, Lecinena,
Cornford enlisted in the militia, and became thus the first
Englishman to fight for Republican Spain. Strangely, for such an
ardent Communist, he enlisted not in the
the P.O.U.M. militia.

P.s.u.c.

militia but in

Stansky and Abrahams say that this was

purely fortuitous; the militia at Lecinena was POUM and this was
where Cornford enlisted.

If the party had been authorized to

continue to Tardienta where the PSUC militia were fighting, he
would have joined that group. 36

His decision to join followed

recognition of his uselessness as a jounalist, as he spoke no
Spanish.

It also appears to have been quite impulsive.

While waiting for action he ·wro:be, over a period of weeks
a long diary-letter and explanation of the political situation to
Margot Heinemann.

After nearly a week of seeing no fighting he

had realized i,.rhat he had done and writes in the diary-letter
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"I came out with the intention of staying
a few days, firing a fe,-.r shote and then
coming home.

Sounded fine, but you can't

do things like that.

You can't play at

civil war or fight with a reservation you
don't mean to get killed ••• Having joined
in, I am in whether I like it or not.
And I 1 ike it" 3?
u

~e was critical of the activities of the Communists in Spain,
believing they should concentrate on winning the Anarchists over,
rather than trying to neutralize the petty bourgeoisie, but as he
spoke neither Spanish nor German, he was unable to grasp much of
the political conversation to thereby understand the situation.
After thirty-seven days in Spain, he was invalided back to

England.

He intended to recruit more Englishmen in an attempt to

inspire by example, the Spanish militia to improve, and in some
cases institute, discipline.

Cornford was in England for three

weeks and then went, with the small English group he had recruited,
to Paris where the International Brigades were being formed.
Together with another English group, they became a machine-gun
section in the •commune de Paris' (or Dumont) Battalion.

Their

training was ended when they·were moved to Madrid which was in
danger of falling to the Fascists. Cornford and his group fought
in the University City, were moved to Baodilla and after that the
five men remaining of the original twenty-one in the Machine-gun
section, were attached to some new volunteers and formed into No.1
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Company.

This was an English-speaking company which was sent to

the Cordoba front and there on December 28, 1936, his twenty-first
birthday, John Cornford was killed.
Unlike most of the other ·writers, John Cornford's ~-rriting wa!
greatly improved during his period in Spain.

In the rather slack

time in the POUM militia he wrote some quite exceptional poetry.
His "Full Moon at Tierz: Before the Storming of Huesca,"

:ts

a

completely doctrinnaire Communist poem, yet also is a moving
portrayal of a young soldier on the night before a battle.

It

begins, as does Auden rs "Spaintt, with a revie 1 of past, present and
1 1

future according to the Marxist interpretation of history. He then
examines his present situation alone with his faith
••Though Communism was my waking time
Always before the lights of home
Shone clear and steady and full in view Here, if you fall, there's hope for you Now, with my Party, I stand quite alone"
The poem ends by viewing England and the t-,rorkers of the world and
calling
"O understand before too late
Freedom was never held ·without a fight ••••
Raise the red flag triumphantly
For Communism and for liberty"
He also wrote the beautiful and poignant lyric "To Margot Heinemann11
and his last poem "A Letter from Ara.gen".

This latter is a moving ·-

picture of the realities of war. The line "This is a quiet sector
of a quiet front" recurs between descriptions of a funeral, of---t-e-Pr:"
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terrified women during an air raid and of the wounded in hospital.
The poems ends with a statement, supposedly by an Anarchist worker,
which is fitting as the. last poetic statement of so dedicated a
campaigner for Communism as John Cornford
"Tell the workers of•gngland
This was a war not of our

01rm

making

We did not seek it.
But if ever the Fascists again rule Barcelona
It will be as a heap of ruins with us ·workers beneath it"
Thus the Spanish Civil War had provided the writer~of the
Thirties with the object to ,,rhich they could attach their
political opinions and their desire for action. That it had not
been quite as they expected was not unusual - their political
opinions were idealized even for the English situation and Spain
was a totally different milieu.

Julian Symon~ notes

"that those who fought and died in Spain
with ·the bloom of their illusions untouched,
were the lucky ones" 38
c;:-

Those who survived either the Spanish fighting or merely the
campaigning for Spain in England,few would continue to hold the
opinions they had held before the Civil War.
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THE CHANGE IN '£HE v:RITER •s ATTITUDES AFTER THE
SPANISH CIVIL WAR.
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Of the writers that have been treated in this study, none
were alive in Spain after July 1937 - a year after the outbreak
of civil war.

In fact the last of the writers to be in Spain,

Julian Bell, died on July 18, 1937, the first anniversary of the
war.

It is noticeable that, except for Julian Bell, who had been

isolated from England, and the attitudes prevalent there, and who
did not have idealistic reasons for going, no writer went to Spain
as a politically committed observer or fighter after early
February 1937. Cornford joined in August 1936, Caudwell left
England in November 1936, Auden went in January 1937, Orwell in
December 1936, Spender went first in ea.rly February 1937 and
returned later that month.

The only forei.gn volunteer fighters

to stay longer were those in the Internattonal Brigades who had
stayed alive.

They lrere generally doctrinnaire Communists,

or

workers tricked into the brigades by representation of them as
Popular r'ront organizations.
were withdrawn in 1938.

The IntE1rnational Brigades themselvE

The effect of the ·war on the writers who

survived wa.s gradual, intensified by later events both personal
and political, national and international.

They were all affeetec

by Munich and the Nazi-Soviet Pact, but Auden and Isherwood were
further affected by their visit to the war in China, Spender by
his separation from his first wife, Day Lev.ris by the pressure of
his work,

Yet for all these people, with the possible exception

of Isherwood, the Spanish Civil War appears to be the experience
which started the change in their attitudes.
The beginning of a change in George Or·well's attitudes in
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late 1937 was noted in the previous chapter •. In late
1

1

37 and early

38, he was writing up his experiences in Spain for the book that

became &omage to Catalonia.

At the end of this book, Orwell

briefly touches on his attitudes saying that the war
"has left me with memories that are mostly
evil, and yet I do not wish that I had
missed it. When you have had a glimpse of ·
such a disaster as this •••• the result is
not necessarily.disillusionment and cynicism.
Curiously enough the whole experience has
left me with not less but more belief in the
decency of human beings" 1
Yet Orwell's belief in the decency of human beings~s relevant to

individuals only; Spain increased his fear and distrust of organized ideological groups.
thwarted by his

Orwell's socialism was continually

individualis □•

He could

.Re4;

agree ·with the objects

of socialism but not with its discipline nor ·with many of its

practical formso
This attitude is well illustrated L1 a letter Orwell ·wrote

to Stephen Spender, in March ~938, in which he mentions the writing
of Homage to Catalonia saying
"! hate writing that kind of stuff

the

political chapters of Homage to Catalonia.

and I am much mor·e interested in my own experiences,
but unfortunately in this bloody period

we are living in, ones only experiences
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are being mixed up in contraversies,
intrigues etc ••

I sometimes feel as

if I hadn't been properly alive since
the beginning of 1937" 2
It is very apt that this should be written to Stephen Spender
whose attitude appears to be the same, in that he was more inter-

ested in, or at least wrote better poetry about, his own experiences than about political matters, be they controversies or
intrigues.

Orwell's comment also points up another reaction

of

many writers to their experiences of the Spanish Civil War, that
of realizing chat one had become unimportant.

Before the war,

Or:welL(s o,-r.n experiences were sufficiently interesting to enable
him to wri.te influential books on them, books that people bought,
read and talked about.

The Road to Wigan Pier was of Orwell's

experiences while obser\ring the unemployed miners in England's
industrial north.

Down and Out in Paris and !pndon was about his

experiences while masquerading as a tra.Jnp.

When Orwell went to

Spain, he no longer controlled his experiences.

He says ·when

discussing the political side of Spain
"When I dodged th.e Communist Machine-guns
in the Barcelona riots when I finally fled
from Spain with the police one jump behind
me - all these things happened to me in that
particular way because I was serving in the
POUM militia and not in the PSUc.ni
Orwell could no longer maintain even a moderate amount of control
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over what happened to him.

Having made the decision to enlist in

the POUM militia, he was sent to the front, where he remained for

115 days.

When the POUM ,,ras declared an illegal organization, he

became virtually a hunted criminal. Truly his experiences were
mixed up on controversies and intrigues.

Since the beginning of

1937, when he was sent to the front near Saragossa, Orwell had
not directed his ovm life. Since leaving the Indian Imperial
Police, Orwell had been in control of his own actions and decisions
and consequently in Spain he had not felt properly alive.

This, however, was OrwellJs persoaal reaction to the Spanish
Civil War.

as well.

The war had impo!'tant impacts on his political thought
The experiences in the POUM which affected his outlook

on Comrriuniam had not converted him to either the Trotskyism that
POUM members were alleged to profess, nor the Anarchism which
seeme~ to reign.

The pro-POUM line taken in his book is explained

in a letter he wrote to Franl{ Jellinek in ln.te 1938
"the whole business about the POUM has ha.d
far too much fuss made about it and the
net result of this kine of thing is to
prejudice people agatnst the Spanish Republic •••
In my book

••• I've given a more sympathetic

pictnre of the POUM line than I naturally felt,
because I always told them they ·pere ,,rrong and
refused to join the party. But I had to put it
as sympathetically as possible, because it has
had no hearing in the capitalist Press and nothing
I+
but libels in the Left Wing Press"
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Orwell makes this very point, about his lack of sympathy
with the POUM line, strongly in his book.

Consequently the effect

of this double denial of sympathy is to give the impression that
Orwell was violently against their concepts, the most prominent of
which was the need for revolution and the necessity of carrying on
the revolution regardless of any other considerations.

Orwell

did continue to believe that revolution was desirable but only if
the revolution brought the ordinary common man to the top, without
a political demagogue to rule him.

By the time of Dunkirk, Orwell

believed that revolution in England was possible.

He saw in

Dunkirk an example of patriotism and intelligence combined, and
believed that this combination could bring the oppressed members
of English society into control of that society.
Lion and the Unicorn

less"

He says in The

"By revolution we be,~ome more ourselves not

5
The faith in the socialist revol 1..1tion that Orwell gained

from his experiences in worker-controlled Barcelona was possibly
the only positive influence the Spanish Civil War had on him. The
civil war intensified his distrust of Corr:mnnism, of political
leaders, of the intellectuals, above all of the power of the
controllers of the Press over the news reported. When, in 1941, he
wrote the essay

0

Looking Back on the Spanish War", he devoted one

Whole chapter (number four) of the seven chapten essay to the
study of the falsification of history and news. He says
11

In Spain for the first time, I saw nm·rspaper
reports which did not bear. any rela~ion to

the facts, not even the relationship that
1s implied in the ordinary lie ••• I saw,
in fact, history being ·written not in terms
of what happened but what ought to have
happened according to various party linestt 6
The most frightening aspect of this for Orwell was the feeling he
gained that objective truth was disappearing.

It is easy to verify

how much Orwell w:as justified in his fear by comments made by
Communist writers on their activities during the war.

Claude

Cockburn argues very convincingly that a cause worth fighting for
should be worth lying for.

Cockburn instituted one of the most

persistent fabrications about the Spanish Civil War, in his reports
of an anti-Franco revolt in ·ret.ttan (Spanish Morocco). 7 Arthur

Koestler also comments in his autobiography, that much of

his

reporting of the Spanish Civil War was created or coloured by the
ti

European Agitprop head, Willie MWlzenberg. Cockburn, as'Frank
Pitcairn' is the object of an attack by Orwell for his false
reporting of the activities of the POUM during the Barcelona
fighting.
Orwell's reactions to the Spanish Civil War were important
for his later ·w1•itings and the natural extrapolation of his fear
of the loss of objective truth is shown in his statement
11

The implied objective of tnis line of thought
is a nightmare world in which the Leader, or

some ruling clique, ~ontrols not only the
future but the past"

The nightmare vorld Orvrell envisages here ( in Homage to G,a talena.) >

he creates in his last book 12.§!±.

The hero of the novel, transton

Smith, is employed in rewriting history in order to make it agres
with e~ren day-to-day changes in party polj_cy. Many of the horrors
of 1981+ seemed to havB developed directly from Orwell's time in
Spain.

His descr1.ption, in Homage to Catalonia, of his reaction

to the banning of the POUM and his probable arrest could be transferred to 12.~ vri th few ch,anges.
0

He ·writes

I was not guilty of any definite act,

1:Jut I was guilty of Trotskyism ••••

It was nc use hangj_ne on to the English
notion that you are safe as long

a3

you

k.ecp to the law.

Practically the law was
'
h
...~o mace
l
~.•.t.n
po l"ice c,ose
'. 9
vhat +-uae
This -vms C'rwell 's first experience of bei.ng guilty of a supposed
state of mJ.nd.
The "b.s,r. .nj_ng of the POUM also lead :::o another tmportant theme

in Orwell 1s later 1,.rork. The POUM was banned partly to provide a

scapegeat for the Barcelona street fighting.

For the purposes of

the Communists it was effective to charge the POUM members with
spying for the Fasctsts.

def0ats.

This helped to explain scme Republican

In OrveJ.l's Animal Farm, the pig, Snowball's, position

is derived from tt1e po:=dtton of the ?OUM.

Immediately after the

revolution, Snowball had been one of the leaders, but follo·;:,ring
his enforced flight he was held to be league 1rri th the enemy.
Sno1rrball's history is a par·.ta.J.lel of Trotsky's and the POUM were
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to be Trctskyist. Trotsky's role in the Spanish Civil War - that
of the almost mythical. all-powerful enemy is nearly the same as
Goldstein's in

1284. Goldstein, Snowball and Trotsky were,in

their own situations, supposedly the instituters of all evil, the
scapegoats for all failures.

La.ck of credibility is never

con-

sidered in the pertrayal of Snowball and, after all, if the POUM
could be held to be Fascist spies, why could not a pig sell himself to a farmer?

Spain taught Orwell not only to fear for the

loss of objective truth, but to realize the powerf of completely
incredible statements and terminology.

Orwell had al,,rays had a

tendency to sweeping generalizations, and he realized that the
ordinary reader would not question them. He thus used the term
11

Pascist 0 to describe many things he disliked, from dictators to

dogs.
One of Orwell's most important essays is

0

Inside the Whale".

This was being written when World War 11 broke out.

Although it

is primarily an investigation of the place and value of Henry
Miller and his novel Tr~2ic of Cancer, it contains an explanation
of many of Orwell's reactions to politics, literature and their
relationehip to the real world and the events in it.

Orwell

examines the development of literature from the beginning of the
twentieth century.

First he notes the Georgian poets with their

interest in nature, choosing Housman as an example.

He then

examines the change in the port-war writers such as Eliot and
Joyce, discussing their hostility to progress and commenting

78.
"When one looks back on the twenties,
nothing is queerer than the way in which
every important event in Europe escaped
the notice of the F..nglish intelligentsia"

10

Observing the changes in literary outlook in the early Thirties,
Or-well says
"Suddenly "re have got out of the twilight
of the Gods into a sort of Boy Sfout
atmosphere of bare knees and community
singing. The typical literary man ceases
to be a cultured expatriate with a leaning
towards the Church, and becomes an eager•
minded school boy with a leaning towards
Communism 1111
Orwell's concern is with the Communist influence on English
literature, and he contends that for three years the central
stream of English literature was Communist controlled. Although
this is patently an exaggeration - even those who were merely
influenced by Communism never comprised anything but a small part
of the central stream of English literature-, it does lead Orwell
into an examination of Communism.

Communism in Western Europe, he

declares, is an instrument of Russian foreign policy, and thus
alters with Stalin •s change of opinion.

Communism is thus " a

form of socialism that makes mental honesty impossible" 12

Orwell

wonders how this could attract. the intellectuals, and decides that
Communism provided something to believe in, after one had rejected

79.
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patriotism and religion. It was "the patriotism of the deracinated·
Orwell's experience of the Popular Front in Spain caused an abrupt
reversal of his earlier acceptance of it.

He became one of its

most vehement opposers, believing that one of the partners of a
Popular Front would inevitably swallow the others and fearing
that the Communists would be the eventual victors and rulers of
the Popular Front.
When the need for adherence to the party line demanded
accepting divergencies from objective truth and acceptance of
abrupt changes of policy, most of the writers of the Thirties
left their political positions.

Orwell says this was because

"any wi,1 ter ·who accepts or partially accepts
the discipline

of a political party is

sooner or later faced with the alternative:
toe the line or shut up" 1~
Orwell thus concludes that a writer should keep out of politics.
This decision must be understood to mean keeping out of party
politics.

Orwell had not changed his mind in 1947 when he listed

political purposes as one of' the reasons for writing. In the essay
"Why I write", polities is said to mean a
"desire to push the world in a certain direction
to alter other people's idea of the kind of
society that they should strive after.

Once

again, no book is genuinely free from political
bias.

The opinion that art should have nothing

to do with politics is itself a political attitude" 1 5

Bo
The argument Orwell advances in

"Inside the Whale 11

is that

Miller's attitude to life will become the prevailing attitude
adopted by writers in the time remaining before the age of totalitarianism.

Oniell believed that the age of liberalism was draw-

ing to an end and that the age of totalitarianism would soon
arrive in which the writer in his present form would be an
anachronism.

While waiting for the totalitarian age, the writers

will adopt a passive attitude, will, as the title says, get
nrnside the Whalest •

The reason Orwell gives for this is that

"the whale's belly is simply a womb big
enough for an adult.

There you are, in

the dark, cushioned space that exactly
fits you, with yards of blubber between
yourself and reality, able to keep up an
attitude of the completest indifference,
no matter what happens •••• Short of being
dead, it is the final, unsurpassable
stage of irresponsibility". 16
He predicts
"the passive attitude will come back, and it
will be more consciously passive than before.
Progress and reaction have both turned out
to be swindles. Seemingly there is nothing
left but quietism - robbing reality of its
terrors by simply submitting to itn. 17
The mood of the essay is very bitter and pessimistic.

His

belief in the inevitability of the coming of the totalitarian age
and the coming end of literature in its present forms is expressec
in a despairing tone that signifies a complete absence of hope,

No doubt the outbreak of the Seeond World War, following close on
his disappointments about the Spanish Civil War made Orwell feel
that hope was futile.

Nevertheless his pessimism leads him to

some sweeping generalizations, which are effective for promoting
the arguments in his essay but which hinder an objective evaluation of themo

His comment about the Communist control of English

literature has already been noted, and most of his exaggerations
are concerned with Communism.

At the time the essay was written,

Hitler had not attacked Russia and consequently Communism was
allied with Fascism and thus was the enemy, so the exaggerations,
such as the unquestioning obedience by English Communists of
Russian directions, are understandable,

The persistanee or this

pessimism and the assurance that totalitarianism was inevitable
did not vanish after the war.

The most terrifying part of 12.§!t

is not so much the descriptions of a totalitarian world but the
date itself.

It is not set in the distant future, and from

internal evidence ( a mention of the ninth three year plan), it
is possible to date the beginning of that w~y of life as 1957.
Orwell has been quoted as saying that he did not feel as pessimis-.
tie as the book would seem to suggest. "It wouldn't have been so
gloomy", he said, "if I hadn't been so 111" 18 It is hard to
imagine, however, given the basic outline of the plot, or the
situation) how it could have been other than gloomy.

82.
I~.P.Thompson has Fritten an essay entitled "Outside the
'Whale", for a collection of essays by members of the British 'New
Left' of the fifties, called Out of ARathy.

In the essay he

examines fur the:- or,..,rell 's thesis of the withdrawal of the writer
from social responsibility into the belly of the whale.

Thompson

uses Orwell and W.H.Auden as his major examples, declaring that

Orwell wa.s himself guilty of the quietism and passive attitude he
discerned in Henry Miller.
The study of Auden is based mainly on changes made by the
•
poe t ··t,o 'n1s
poem

ns, pa111
.. n •

Wh(:~n it was republished in

1940 (it had

first bec::n issued as a pa5:nhJet in 1937), Auden had made a. significant number of alterations to the original. He was to continue
this practice of al~~ering po er-is before reissuing them. i:~a i tions of
his Q._ollect.§.9. Poems are most unhelpful, and even at times totally

useless, for a study of his early poems, ss most are revised, all
are undated and the arrangement is in alphabetical order of the
first vor•d of the poem. The tttle Coll0cted Poems is also misleading
as they arf'J selected poems. 'T'he changes made to Auden's earlier poenJ

are not merely in order to improve their structural form or imagery,
at times they seem intended to remove evidence of an earlier state

of mind.

In "A Note on the texts used 1 in ]'oetry of the Thirtie,s_,

Robin Skelton says that although Auden permitted him to print the
original versions of some of his poems
nMroF.H.Auden considers these five poems
"Sir, No Man's Enemyir,n3pain 11 , "A Communist

to Others", To a Writer on his Birthday" and

"Sept.1.1939n

to be trash which he 1s

ashamed to have written"19
The initial two movements of

11

Spain" are only slightly

altered, apparently to improve the style or form.

The third

movement, however, that which depicted Spain as the embodiment
of the hopes and fears of the poet's society, has been drastically
altered.

In the 1937 version it consisted of three verses, the

first of which ended and continued into the second with
non that tableland scored by rivers,

Our thoughts have bodies, and the menacing shape
of our fever

Are

precise and aliire."

The second and third verses of this movement are used to present
specific thoughts and fears being transformed into specific
actions or objects in Spain.

The 1940 version reduced the third

movement to one verse which ends
"On that tableland scored by rivers,
Our fever's menacing shapes are precise and alive"
There is no explanation. of' how they are made precise and alive,
nor just what the "menacing shapes" are.

The implication

or

the

two excised verses is that in Spain it was possible for the fears
and joys, the anxiety and neuroses of the people of the nations
of the world, to be resolved.

Commitjment in Spain would lead to

the future envisaged in the last movement. When Auden originally
wrote "Spain" he believed that the evils of the world could be
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cured, but as the Spanish Civil War drew to its ignoble end, as
World War 11 became increasingly inevitable, and follov.ring its
outbreak, all the horrors of the world seemed to be unleashed,
Auden came to adopt a doctrine of original sino
is inevitable, it must be accepted.

Sin exists, it

This view is not compatible

with the thoughts expressed in the early version of "Spain" and
so the poem had to be altered.
In 1938, Auden left with Christopher Isherwood to visit
the war in China.

This visit was more important for Isherwood's

development than for Auden's.
Auden had visited in two years.

It was, after all, the second war
For Isherwood, however, it was

the first time he had seen people involved in a war and he began
to have doubts about his earlier opinion that Fascism should be
resisted with force.

By the time of Mnnich, Isherwood was a

pacifist and wrote
11

I am certain of this now: as far as I am concerned
- nothing, nothing, nothing is worth a war112 0

This visit had another important outcome in that following a stpp
in America on the way back to England, both Isherwood and Auden
decided to go to America to live after they had first returned
to England.Aua en left for America early in 1939 and one of his first poems
written there was "Sept.1.1939'* written just before the outbreak
of the Second World War.

It begins

"I sit in one of the dives
On fifty-Second Street
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Uncertain and afraid
As the clever hopes expire
Of a low dishonest decade"

The poem presents no possibility of a resolution of the hopes,
or fears, of the decade, as "Spain" had done.

Yet there is some

measure of hope in the poem, Auden still had some faith in the
power of the poet.
ttAll I have is a voice
To undo the fclded lie •••
And
We

no one exists alone •••
must lc,ve one another

01" d 1\3"

The poem ends with the suggestion that the 'Just•, who appear to
be the writers, still exchange messages to break the stupor and
darkness of the world, and Auden expresses the hope that he may
continue to witness in this ·way.

It is significant tha. t most of

the hope expressed in this poem was removed by the later exision
of the verse ending 0 We must love one another or die".
Auden went to America because he believed the poet should
disassociate himself from traditional society, and the European
cultural milieu.

The poet should have as near to complete

anonymity as possible. lhis is another change from his pre-Spanish
Civil War opinion of the writer as an integral and important part
of society, able to influence the opinions of many people.
~

Auden's beliefs changed so greatly and he indulged in such

\
·"'·

drastic rewriting of his poems that, say Redway and Cook, unless
a reader had compared early and recent editions of Auden's early

poems
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"he would have remained unaware that
the rebellious social commentator of •••
the pre-war

period had become transformed

by brilliant verbal legerdemain into the
regenerate sinner of todayn 2 1
The ultimate sign of Auden's change of belief and attitude is
given in his reply to a questionnaire on Vietnam, of the same form

as the Left Review questionnaire on the Spanish Civil War.

His

reply is even more interesting as Auden signed the original
Spanish Civil War questionnairs.

To the Vietnam questien he

replies
"Why <vi!'iters should be canvassed for their
opinions on controversial political issues,
I cannot imagine. Indeed when read in bulk,
the statements made by ·writers, including
the greatest, would seem to indicate that
literary talent and poli~ical common sense
are rarely found together.

It goes ·without

saying that war is an atrocious business
but it is dishonest of those who demand the
immediate withdrawal of all American troops
to pretend that their motives are purely
humanitarian.

They believe 1 rightly or

wrongly, that it would be better if the
Comn:unists wontt

22

Stephen Spender's poems on Spain were published in book form

in may 1939 (two months after the ll?ivil War ended) in the volume,
/

mentioned in the previous chapter, The Still Centre.

In the

foreword to this collection, Spender says that the violence of the
times is such as to dwarf the poet and to make him attempt to
write of matters beyond his experience.

Believing that a poet

should not write about matters which he has not experienced,
Spender says
11

in my most recent poems, I have deliberately
turned back to a kind of writing which is
more perso.aal, and I have included within my
subjects, weakness and fantasy and illusionn 23

From this it appears that Spender has joined Auden, Orwell and
Henry Miller in the belly of the whale.

This opinion is backed

up by Spender's own statement that
"After my return from Spain, I reacted from
the attempt to achieve Communist selfrighteousness towards an extreme preoccupation
with the problems of self.
which I took as

my

I wrote poems in

theme the sense of being

isolated within my personal existence. n 24
Like Auden, Spender no longer felt the need for communion with
the workers, nor are his poems aimed at creating some reaction
among his public.

This turn inward ·w-as beneficial for Spender I s

poetry, as he no longer felt the obligation to ,,.rrite poems of'
public statement which he rarely did very successfully.
Spender's retreat from the 1<rorld was intensified by his
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separation from his µife and in a poem about this, called "~he
Separation" he describes his si~uation in terms, though related
to mining, very similar to Orwell's description of the belly of
the whale.
"!iere where I lie is the hot pit
Crowding on the mind with coal
And the ·will turned against 1 t
Only drills new seams of darkness

Through the Dark-surrounding whole"

Far more coincidental than this is anextract from his diary for
September 1939 (the time thatOrwell was writing "Inside the Whale''~
given in Spe.nder•s autobiography. He writes, the
"passive attitude towards life, the tendency
to consider oneself a product of circumstances

and environment beyond one's control, gives
the connection between the breaJtdown of

external standards and the private values
of a people" 2 '
This 1s precisely what had happened ·with the Spanish Civil War•

The private values

or

the writers involved had at first been

congruent with Communist teachings and the view if the Spanish
Civil War presented in the Xu, ..§.tat,esmAO and the

Nm

Chr94icl9.

The external standards applied during the civil t,rar by the

Communists did not agree with the private values of the writers,
nor did the ne·ws reported by the papers agree with what the writer,
kne:wto be happening; thus they retreated to a passive attitude.

Writing of people's attitudes to World War 11, Spender says

that, for the first time, individuals seemed totally unimportant

and unable to control .their own affairs, a public fate controlled
everything but nothing seemed to control or direct the public fate.
"Everyone had shrunk tn his own mind
as well as in the minds of his fellowbeings because his attention ·was diverted
to events dwarfing indi,riduals ••••
Personal misfortune seemed of minor
importance compared with the universal
nature of the disaster overtaking
c i viliza t ionn 26

This :reeling affected ma.ny ,,,riters and Spender examines which
writers survived the Pxperience unscathed ar:d hoF ~:hey managed
Edith S'li.twell and ga,,rin Muir as
undEtu·red by tbG fe ..~liJ.1~s of' victinlization and
unimportance, he de~ides that tr1ey

'·.'E::t'P.

individual

not time-bound and thus

th,3ir poetic att:i.tudG~;; were not rlependent on external events,

The left-•,;ing wri tors of the tnirties vho Spend or calls the
Divided Generatton, vere time-bound
Wfhey had taker;, a hE:t that; a ,1rorld order

of peace and soctal justice would e~nerge
in their time... ~hey lost ••• and uore
f'orcec: to spend their n0xt pha~1e searching

for n.n attitude vhich 1,·ould be independent

cf external eventsn(-'"'7
The attitudr=, Spender finally adopted is, to some extent, inde-

-pendent of external events, but he did not turn a-wa.y from
politics as completely as Auden had done. Spender did not
repudiate his earlier 1trorlt as Auden had done, nor did he regret

the involvement of th.e writers of the thirties in politics.
Spender states in his critical work. The Crea!ive Element

1

pub-

lished in 1953, that the events of the early thirties caused
young writers to reject belief in the isolated individual

and

accept Communist orthodoxy. He adds that given the events of the
thirties the early acceptance of Communism was inevitable. 28
Events since then have caused Communism to be rejected in its
turn, but Spender does not belteve that his past acceptance was
sufficiently reprehensible to demand revision of his early ·work
in an attempt to tone his committment down.
In the niddle of the war, Spender had ,. rritten that

"Poetry is the attempt to imagine the
universal nature of man's beine, the
poet cannot take sides without
abandoning poetry112 9
This is the first acknowledement of his new position which he
elaborated in his contribution to The God th.at Failed.

In the

latter book he states that his duty as a ·writer is to indicate

what he supports, without taking sides, as neither side re presents his views.

He ends his essay· by giWir:.g his solution

for the world's problems, which is

"for the peoples and nations ·who love 1 iberty
to lead a movement throughout the ·world

to

imp~ove the conditions of the millions of people
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who care more for bread than for freedom;
thus raising them to a level of existence
where they can care for freedom.

The

interests of the very few people in the
,,rorld \'.rho care for freedom must be identified
·with those of the many ,,rho need bread, or
freedom will be lost" 30
The Second World War enables Spender to come into close
contact, and establish a sense of companionship, with the workers.
During the war Spender was in the Fire Service, and the knowledge
of the workers he gained there, enabled him to correct his false
notion of the vorker as an ideal (a notion he had obtained from
Communist theory).

He concluded that the worker will not auto•

matically create a virtuous society when he gains control, for he
1,rill adopt tho superficiality that Spender finds so reprehensible
in other successful groups.
Spender i1as recently expanded his view of politics and the
place of the poet in relation to them.
Magazine

Writing in the

London

in 1962 he says
nthere is no obligation on any poet to write
about public issues, in fact if there is any
question of obligation it is l~o be as prii-,ate
and personal as possible (I have always thought
this, and so I think have most of the thirties poets.
The public poetry of the thirties was a kind of
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conscripted poetry, conscripted by the
conscience on behalf of the victims"3 1
This last comment is very interesting, particularly in light of
the feeling aroused by some of Spender's poetry of the Spanish
Civil War, that he was writing more because he felt that he should
than because he wanted to write poetry.

This opinion is not

contrary to Spender's comment in the Foreword to The Still Centre
about poetry being true to one's experienceo

A sensation or

belief may be true to one's experience lrithout causing one to
·write poetry on it.

This appears to be what Spender means.

The

events of the thirties were so demanding of expression (poetic or
otherwise) that the poets forsook what they would normally have
written about, to write as their consciences dictated. In the
same London Maga~ine article, Spender elaborates his use of the
term 'politics•.
''What I mean by politics are things like
freedom, justice and peace, but these are
hardly realized by political parties.

If

politics as practised are an illusion, one
might, nevertheless, in philosophy and in
poetry, delineate ideal causes»3 1
The effect of the Spanish Civil War on the politics of
Cecil Day Lewis was completely different from its effect on any
other writer.

Day Lewis was in a different situation, having been

a Communist Party member for some time, not having visited Spain,
but having felt an obligation to join the International Brigades.
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The direct effect of the Spanish Civil War on Cr::jcil Day Le·wis
was to increase his political work, adding compaigning for an
English Popular Front and for aid to Spain, to his existing party
duties.

This increase in non-poetic work meant that Day Lewis

had less time to devote to his poetry.

Following a revie·w· of his

Noaq and the Waters, which pointed out the deterieration of his
verse, he realized that he must choose bet-ween his poetry and his
politics.

In his autobiography, Day Lewis records the exact-

circumstances ·wh:!.ch led to his retirement from political
activities.

He had ae1iverea an antt-Fascist speech to a large

audiance in the Queen's Hall when
1t

I

a ist inctly

heard above: the a.pplause

a small voice say5.ng three or four times
inside my head,

n It

1.von t t do.

It just Fon't doJ 032

The political tasks he had previously been involved in, became
unimportant in relation to his poetic activities.

He moved to a

house in the country which was no+, near any Party group and
records

0

I felt no antipathy yet for Communist theory, and net

much for Communist practice1133

The autobiography does not

disclose when Day Letvis did feel the antipathy to Communist
theory sugge.sted by the 'yet' in the sentence quoted.

Looking bad{ on the politically-committed writers of the thirties,
Day Lewis denies that he regrets his past political involvement.
He says · of the thirties that i.t
ttwas a period when it seemed possible to

hope, to choose, to act, ast individuals
but for a common end; possible for us, as
writers, to bridge the old romantic charm
between the artist and the man of action,
34
the poet and the ordinary man11
He denies,however, that the writers were taken in by politics,
saying

"we tended to feel political action, and the
writing of verse with social context, as
temporary necessities;

and we treated the

slogans and rigid ideology of the extreme
Left with considerable levity or scepticism."

34

This seems more true of Day Lewis' attitude after the Spanish
Civil War than during or before it.

By 1940, Day Lewis seems to

have fallen victim to the sorrowful pessimism vhich had already
engulfed Auden and, for a time, Spender.

In a poem "Where are

the War Poets?", written in 1940, Day Lewis says
"It is the logic of our times
No subject for immortal verse
That we who lived by honest dreams
Def end the bad against the worse"
In the issue of London Magazine already mentioned with
regard to Stephen Spender, Cecil Day Lewis reflects on the poetry
of the Thirties, and on one aspect of it not commented on by many
writers - its affect on its audience.

He says

"Social and political issues during the
thirties gave certain poets a subject
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and a point of view: but I doubt if
the audience for poetry was numerically
increased as a result, or more deeply
responsi ve 03 5
Day Lewis' poetry did not appear to be improved by his departure
from the Communist Party and it was perhaps the loss of subjects
entailed in his r9treat from polities that caused him to adopt
an at-times-appalling tendency to write commemorative poems for

public occasions.

Thin tendency of his has been frequently

deplored but ·was no doubt the instrumental reason for the ultimate

sign of Cecil Day Lewis' :betreat from his earlier position and
belief .. his acceptance of the Poet Laureateship.
For Jotm Lehniann the Spanish Civil War was not of major

importance as he Hcci.s 11 ~,ing in, and therefore more concerned with

events in, Vienna.

He left there a short ,,rhile after the

Anschluss, convinced that the typical left-wing portrayal of
Fascism and fascists was incorrect.

His doubts that Fascism was

a mask hiding the capitalist intent on invading the Soviet Union,
which ,;sras the typical left-wing opinion, was confirmed by his

experience

during his short time in lTazt-occupied Austria.

He

realized that the Fas0ists believed the doctrine they expounded
and ·were irrational fanatics, not dj_ssernbling cool-headed

financiers.

Nevertheless, it was the experiences of the various

volunteers and observers in Spain that made Lehmann realize that
Communism, like Fascism, was not as it was depicted by contemp•
orary left 1 ring thought.

Boolrn lilce Orwell's Homage to Catalonia,

preceeding novels like Koestler's Darkness at Noon

showed the

"menacing evils that fanatical left-wing idealism could lead

to".36
Louis Macneice, the young apolitical poet, ·who was often linked
with AudP-n, Spender and Day Levris, due to his style, summed t1p

the effect of the Spanish Civil War on the young writers of the
thirties in his an.tobiograph~

Tb.e Strings, are F:,alse,when he wrote

"The Spanish tragedy ended in fiasco ••• the young
men for ·whom the Spanish War had been a

crusade in uhite armour, a Quest of the
Grail open only to the pure :l:1 heart, felt
as if their imrld h~d burst; there was

nothing left hut a handfnl of limp .rubber
rag; it was no good trying c:1.ny more,n3?
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CONCLUSION
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The Thirties in Great Britain saw the revival of political
interest among thE' ·writers of poetry, novels, drama and criticism.
No longer "'ere they willing to dismiss politics as an inartistic

concern, irrelevant to the pursuit of literature.

Not all the

writers who preceded them were indifferent to polttics ( George
Bernard Shaw and H.G. 'lrfells certainly were not) yet among the
fashionable and influential writers, in particular the Bloomsbury
group, politics tended to be disregarded.

The Bloomsbury gro··p

were staunch pacifists, and their work combined with such anti-

war material as Siegfried Sassoon's poetry, Robert Graves'
Goodb_ye to All 'l'hat,

ana films like "All Quiet ..f>n the )'es tern

E,roAt, to maintain among the public the reaction of disgust ~"1th
war ,,rhich had follO'weo the armistice.

The new ·writers, 1,.rho

started publishing in the very late Twenttes ana early Thirties,
were confronted

1-ri tha

world in which the att1.tude ·which left

politics to the politicians appeared irresponsible, as the society

controlled by these politicians was so obviously unsatisfactory.
The growth of Fascism and mass unemployment were the most blatant
signs of the decay of society.

Some, but not all, of these later

·writers reactedagainst their elders' indifference by becoming
intensely involved in politics, but they maintained their pacifist
vte.,,..rs. In the early thirties, anti-Fascism wa.s believed to be
compatible with desires for disarmament.
A

strange anomaly among the anti-war sentiments, was the

adulation of T.E.Lawrence.

Lawrence was the nearest approach to

a live English hero and was virtually ·worshipped as such and yet
his heroism and fame sprang from war exploits.this reverence for
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Lawrence imrolved some acceptance of a belief in the glory of
war.

The war that Lawrence had been. involved in, was not the

same as the muddy trench warfare depicted by thf" anti-war
campaigners.

No glamour could be attributed to the European War,

but Arabs on ca~els led by a strange Englishman seemed to show

that war could still be glorious.

Thus the writers of the

Thirties had a mixed heritage of attitudes to war.

They were

certainly aware of Lawrence, even though he died in 1935,

fc. 1 •

Isherwood remarkd that T.B. Lawrence 'was the myth-hero of the
1
Thirties and Lawrence wrote to Cecil Da.v Le,,ris after the publication of the latter •s critical worlt A HoiEL.f2.~~.Poe~.r:l.

La,vrence 's letter is worth quoting for his comment on poets and
their politics is very apt.

He vrrites

"Poets are always (and have been al~;rays) savagely
political ••• Poets hope too much and their
politics like their sciences, usually stink
after twenty years".
Christopher Caud,,rell also

2

·wrote to Lai:rrence. The influence of

Lairrence combined with their pactf ism to give the writers of the
Thirties a very equivocal a tt i tud e to ,;·ar.
As well as the gro·wth o.f Fascj_sm and mass unemployment,

the beginning of the Thirties witnessed other important political
events, including the 1931 election, ,,rhich led politically-aware
people to conclude that politicia.ns were not competent to direct

society.

The disappointment at the overwhelming Labour defeat in

1931 and the disgust at J.R.Macdonald's "defection", aff~cted

1020

both Julian Bell and ,John Lehmann deeply.

After the disastrous

electoral defeat, Lehmann ·wrote to Julian Bell
"some of us must make a stand against the
oltl gang and shake off the clutch of the
3
drowning before they pull us down"
At th:i.s early stage of the decade, the main cry was for disarm-

ament, so that the money spent on preparation for war could be
spent on improving the situation of the poor and the unemployed.
The Labour Party was so demoralized b~ the 1931 def eat that it

provided only a vsry ineffective parliamentary opposition.
Official oppo~ition having minimal impact,unofficial opposition
to the government was thrm,m into prominence, and the writers

became overtly political. Previously, ·writers had :nresented their
vievrs on society more indirectly.

Dickens, for j_nstance, showed

up Many evils of Victorian England in his novels, but he did not
present political programmes for their alleviation. In the
Thirties the writers were enabled to comment directly on the
political situation, as the public was not being effectively
presented with differing opinions from the different parties in
Parliamento
As the decade progressed and the ills of the nation, of
society, and of the ·world, showed no signs of improvement and did,

in fa.ct, give evidence of deterioration, the writers became more
cmmmitted to and convinced of the value of action.

This belief

joined with the increasing attraction of Marxism which explained
the current crises and predicted a brighter future, the key to
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"'.rhich waD held by the workers.

To some, this combination led to

tho e.doption of the Commun:I.st creed, even to joining the party,
John Cornford and Christopher Caud-:irell both joined because they

felt that by so doing, their actions ·would be en the right side

of the historical process.

The.re was also a widespread belief

that cla!Js barriers mnst be broken do·wn.
the Marxist view of the worker.

impossible

This sprang largely from

Unfo1~tuna tely, :!. t proved alraos t

for the writers to get to kno·w the workers, for the

class barriers would not be broken down.

George Orwell studted

the workers and liYcd among them, hut ne"1er felt at one ,,rith them.
Cecil Day Le~.ris joined the Communist p3,rty largely to gain a
sense of cmmnunion i::ith the "(,rorkers; but :i.t appears that the other

members of his Communist Pnrty branch were not really typical
,,rorkers.

Christopher Candi-re11 was accepted by the dockers and

other vorkers ·vhc, li ,,ea tn Poplar and belonged to the Communist

Party branch there, but seAms to ha.ve been regarded by them as
some,;,rha t of an oddity.

Stephen Spender in !~Cr~ative Ele.Jrum1, published in 1953,
argues that it was not a belief that the writers derived from
Communism hut a be.a conscience.

As most of these young writers

were of the middle-class, their growing awareness of mass unemployment

W8.s

,joined by a realization. tha.t the economic system

which enabled them to be relatively independent was the direct
cau.se of the misfortunes of the ·workers. The young writers who
became thus poli t ically-a:ware, ot thus conscience-stricken, was,
according to Spender

1 oi+.

"as guilty as the rest of the middleclass in the eyes of the proletariat,
and at the same time persecuted by the
fascists on account of his supposedly
4
revolutionary sympathies"
The wish to be disassociated from the middle class resulted in a
need to belong to something else. This need seemed to be filled
by Communism or the Communist Party.

In the same book, Spender

says that theliterature of the young writers of the thirties
represented" a shift from the individualist vision towards an
ideological orthodoxy based on a political creed 115

This comment

must not be taken as meaning th.at all these young writers had
the same orthodox ideological outlook. They shared a similar
interpretation of the causes of their situation which they
derived from Marxist theory and most of them believed that the
future would be controlled by the workers.

Apart from these their

common attitudes 1-rere negative ones - anti-F'aseism, anti-imperialism, anti-capitalism and, initially, anti-war.
Until mid-July 1936, most of the writers studied evolved
more or less separately, developing personal versions of Marxism.
\! .H .Auden

influenced many of the poets but his impact was mor(i

Stylistic than political.

George Orwell had never shared more

tha.'1 the bare minimum of belief ,,ri th the other writers. His

approach to his work wan individual.

Again Spender's comment is

worth quoting
11

Compared with most writers, Orwell was
like an activist broker who really

i,.-c
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carried out deals which most of them

dealt with at the end of a telephone line"

6

Here Spender is th1J1 1dng mainly of Orwell's life among the do,.rn

and outs and his exploration of the effects of mass unemployment
among the miners of Engla.nd 's inaur-;trial North.

Julian Bell

combined a Marxian diagnosis of society ,,rith an aristocratic
belief in the recessity of power residing with the ruling classm,,
who would direct society for the benefit of all, not just of

themselves.
The outbreak of the 8panish Civil ·war tn mid-,July 1936, and

the st1h~eqnent declaratton of the Non-Tntnt'\v,~ntion Agreement,

provided a concrete cause to 1-1h:i.~h the various writers could
attach the tr he1.1.ef ::i a.nrl sympa":htes, and through 1-rhich they cot1ld

vith intern:::1.tional movements.

Activities to provide aid for Spain

took up much of the Pr:! ters time. Very soon ,rolunteering to fight
for Republ:tca.n SpaJ.n became a commonly accented practice.
·war in Spain was seen 1.n the light of a ~rus~.de.

The

1t'he equivocal

attitude to war that was the legacy of the .ren.ction against World

War .1 ancl the revEre.nce for T.17'..Lawrenae, was shown in the attitude to1,rards the Spanish Civil War,

It ·was necessary to fight in

Spain to save the r,rorld from another war like the Great War.

Thus one could reconcile fighting in Spain with anti-·war sentiments.

The war in Spain was also thought to be glorious, issues

clear cut and no doubt there were thoughts of gallant Englishmen
leading bands of Spa,ntB,rds as Lawrence had led his Arabs. In Spain
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the individual still connted.

.Jnli~.n Bell, John Co.rnfora and

Christopher Caudwell all went to fight and were killed. Cornford
and Cauduell were the two most doctrinna.ire Communists among the
,,,rtiters studied.

Julian Bell was inspired by the convictions

that in Spain he could fight for the iaeas he believed in while
gaining useful experience of warfare for the sh01,rdm,rn between
England and the Fascists ·which he expected to come in a short
time.

Other writers, less doctrinally committed or less

courageo~s went to observe the fight:lng and the life i.n Spain, or
to help in propaganda. Fork.
The importance of the committ·ment of the writers of the
ihirties is discussed in Robin Skelton's introduction to

!f!!

1:Q.!_tr.y oJ:_ the _Thirties where his remarks refer only to poets but
hold true for all 1,rriters. Discussing the horrified reaction to
T·.S .. Eliot 1 s visit to Portugal (which supported France) during the
Spanish Civil War, Skelton says the outcry caused by this essent-

'
ially persona.~actidh
*'illustrates the way in which a poet was
regarded as a person whose actions were as publicly important as
his poemsn'? This was also demonstrated by the reaction to W.H.
Auden I s acceptance of the King's Medal and Cecil Day Lewis'
decision to become one of the selectors for theBook Society.
i

Furore of this kind was generally in existence only among fellow
writers and the politically - a.nd literarily - aware.

Yet the

numbers of the aware or at least of the concerned ,.rera steadily
growing during theThirties.

Particularly with the outbreak of

The Spanish Civil War, the geheral public began to realize the
gravity of both the international and the national situations.

They also re8li?8d that concern with this an~ SU8gestions for the

2.llevtation of the cr:i.s is wnre being e:x:presseil h;\' young ",r:ri ters,
8Specially +;he poets.

Tfor Evans expl:d.ns the sncces~ of the

literary talents of the thirties as due to the way in which
"for their m·m contemporaries in the

't'hirties they ,,..rere a voice tnterpret.ing

its need, voicing, if never expla.inin.g,
its perplexit.v, and using a ne·w,colloqnial)
and supremel!r unacademic verse to ftgure

out the phantasms of uncertainty and horror
th.at lay ahEi'ad 118

It is very doubtful, however, if this verse had much impact on
the workinr, class, despite :i.ts unacademic quality.

Stephen

Spender tells in his a.utobiogrE~phy, ho 1 ,r during the Seconcl World

War he read one of his poems to his f ellm,., members of the Fire
Service. These men were defini te:..y ,,,orking class and after he had

read the poem, to which he expected some snide comments, one of
the men said that they could understand the poem 't•rhen read by the
poet, but not ,~,hen they read it themselves. 9

Of the ·writers studied, only one who fought ::t.n Spa.in
su1·vived to tell of his experiences there, other than by letters
from the battlefield.

George Orwe11rs deV'-lJlopment from impassion-

ed enthusiasm to sorro·wful disillusionment is nevertheless
representative of many who were not as involved in the ·war as he

was. The inactivity, the squalor, the essential horror and the
futility of fighting for a eause ~,rhich was undermined from td.thin
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and given no help from without.,

arr➔

shm.m in Orwell's writings

and reflected in those of other 1 •rr:t tars. Stephen Spender ,.,rho went
to Spain to broadcast from a Socialist radio station, arrived to
find the posttton no longer in existence.

All three of his visit6

to Spain i:,rere mockeries of the seriousness of thc-i war,

Spain not

only demons tra. ted to the writers that thE:ir imyJortr.nce ·wa.s
illusory and their assistance i,•orth no more than that of any

other volnnteer or conscript for the slaughter, but also that the
ideal ism and pur:l ty of heart 1.d th which they had approa.ched
politics was out of Record ~•1th the reality of political practice.
The equality and ·work.ers • contrcl that ha,~ e1dsted in the early
days of the civil wal' ,3ocn d :i '.!8

eared c:{nd the accord and co-

operation that theoretically e~isted ~ithin the Popular Front was

soon driven out by Communist attcrnptg to gain complete control.
The ·w.ri ters who returned to EngJ.P.nd, rPtreatGd from their poli ti•

cal positi.ons vith speeds varyj_ng with thR intensity of their
Spanish experience.

Orwell developed his ne,~r attttudes about

six months after l;e,iavtng Spain, they ,:,rere certainly dominant in

J.!Qm.9.ge to ~ata:J.q.ttlll.

Spender I s :noetry became mo:re personal from

1937, but he continued to write, albeit very sadly, about Spain
until the war ended in Ma.rch 1939.
To investigate the tmportance of

th~➔ se

li.terary figuros

and their ·writings to polit1.cal movements and beliefs, and to the

Sr"'nish Civil War in particular, it is necessary to investigate
the place of literature in politics, and politics in literature,
generally a Almost all worth,,rhile 1 i t(:c..,ra ture has some political

content,if literature is judged to be worthwhile when it is other
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than purely escapist.

Ltterature is generally written with

regard to some set of values, valnes 11rhich reflect the beliefs

of the author either directly or by his attitude to the values
he uses.

Thus Jene Austin's vork is an accurate relection of the

value systems of the restricted society in which she moved, while
Meredith's work shm,rs up the shallowness and hypocrisy of his
characters and their "ralue systems.

The reader may obtain

Jane Austtn's val11es and hence her outlook on life di.rectly

~
J

-rom

her work:, by her comments on actions and attitudes which gain her
approbation and are therefore deemed desirable.

Mer~dith on the

other hand presents his value system by sa.tiri zing the actions
and e.tti tudes of which he disapproves, re,r~·1Y does he comment on

attitudes of which he does approve. This is the most basic
accurrence of politics in literature.

At this level the approach

tends to be more corrE,ctly regarded as moral tha.n as political.
The next level at which politics is importan.t to 1 i terature
is often termed the •prepolitical'.

This level also tends to be

the most influential in creating or changing political opinions.
One of thf, most important of pre-pol it teal ·pri ters is

n. H. LawreneE

Lawrence depicts the effects of industrialism o.n. man and in
particular on the worktng man. Originally the son of a mtner,

Lal-rrence does not idealize his workers in the same w11,y as many of
the middle class writers tended to, but his eha:r.act:ers are sti.11
at times unreal.
they carry.

·rhis ma,y be due to the 1,reight of imagery that

rhe pre-political writer writes of sitt1ations whtch

1

have been changed by political a.et ion, or of ones whi.ch could be

11 o.

changed by political n.ction.

Pre-political Pork is, according

to 'r.S.Eliot., the stratum from 1·:hich -political ,-rrit:i.ng draws
its nonrishment. 10 Another tmportant aspect of pre-political
Friting is that it can present situattons, t·hi~h the writer f'N~ls

to be in need of corrPction., to a wider audience than ·.,1ould be
obtained by purely political vrtting.

for political messages.

It also p17epares the way

A public vhj_ch has been presE:nted Fith

the ef fee ts of industrial iza ti.on and vi via

aescript ions

of its

abuses, is more likely to be receptive to calls for t~e allev iation of these abuses, than one vhich he=trs cf th.em in a more
theoreetical

wa.v.

Politics becomes more important in the Friting of such

authors as Charles Dickens or George Orwell, both of ~~om tend
to become at times al.:nost journalistic.

Anthony Hartley says

that Orwell's comment about Dickens is applioable to both of them,
each being
na

man ,,rho is fighting against something,

but ~,,ho fights in the open and is r.iot

frightened, ••• a man Pho is generotrnly
angry" 11
Both writers present their beli~fs and opinions openly

and

forcefully. They do not aim at presenti.ng thetr :ide8.s ittdirectly
to the read er, nor at showing the results of social evj.ls without

comment a.s Lavrence does. They denict in detail the horror they
observe and their treatment differs 1 largely due to the time and
atmosphere in whj_ch they

1,1

roteo

Thus Dickens does not attack

the class system, although he does attack unvar:ranted prejudice,

111 •
as the system was an accepted part of society. BY Orwell•s time,
however, social and political opinion was beginning to reject
the notion that society was naturally divided into classes, and
consequently Orwell attacks the system itself.

Dicken•s range

of style is not as great as Orwell's, though his undoubted superiority as an author gave him a possibly greater impact than
Orwell.

Dickens appealed to a wider spectrum of society, making

people aware of some of the disgraces of their society.

Orwell

had more impact on the intellectuals and the politically aware.
The Road to Wigan Pier and Homage to Catalonia

did not appeal

as general literature, and much of the force of Animal Farm and

1984 was lost b? some readers accepting them as rather gruesome
fairytales, of the same type as some of H.G.Wells' stories.
Wells provides a link between Dickens and Orwell, with his early
novels of contemporary society, like Kipns being clearly related
to Dickens, while his novels of political, social and sci,€ntific
prediction share some of the attitudes of Orwell 1s last t11ro books.
Orwell's approach in The Hoad to Wigan Pier and Homage to Catalonia is overtly journalistic, he is reporting vrhat he has seen

In

.

and heard. AAnimal Farm and 1984 he uses the information he has
gained to depict the situation that could be created if some of
the prevailing attitudes and ideologies were extrapolated in a
chillingly convincing manner.
~his usage of existing ideologies

leads to the most

nolitical form of literature, which occurs when the ideologies
and political beliefs are used as the primary material for the

112.

literary work.
to the poets.

This is what happened in the Thirties, primarily
Rex Warner could say in his much quoted "Hymn",

written in 1933
" ••• All po"1er

to lovers of life, to ~rorkers, to the hammer, the sickle,
the blood.
Come then, companions. This is the spring of blood,
hearts heyday, movement of masses, beginning of good"
The theme of this poem is a call to the workers and the poets
·wh.o support them, to rise, for thP workers' movement

successful and good.
propaganda.

111

111 be

In "i<rorks such as this, literature becomes

All literature may be termed propagandist in that it

presents as favourable or unfavourable some views in accordance
with the beliefs of its author, yet such literature is not generally regarded as being propaganda.

When vritings are accused of

e

being, or described as, propaganda, they are generally held to be
advancing a political doctrine or body of thought especially one
which is a!'lsociated with a political party or pressure group,.
Thus much of the poetry and most of the experimental drama of the
Thirties can be termed propaganda in that it presents the views
of Marxist theory, in varying shades of doctrinal conformity.
Drama probably had greater impact as propaganda, due mainly to its greater suitability as a propagandist medium.

The Unity

Theatre was formed specifically for propagandist and publicity
ends rather than as a theatrical venture.

It did not produce

113.
any plays by Auden and Isherwood or by Spender, as these were
I

held to show insufficient seriousness of treatment for the theatr~
policy.

The most influential play put on by the Unity gro·1p was

Clifford Odets'

Wa~ ting for Left;z:.

It is interesting to note

that of the important dramatists whose work was presented by Unity,
most were not English .. Odets was American, Sean O'Casey was Irish,
and Bertolt Brecht German.

This suggests another reason for the

widespread popular support of Spain.

The middle-class

sy-mpath ...

isers with the workers found it very hard to express this sympathy
in the English context without seeming to display middle-class
superiority,

In a foreign si tua ti.on they were faced 1,Ji th no

standardized reaction patterns and, as Anthony Hartley points out,
"a Catalan militia man or an Asturian could
far more easily be romanticized and admired
than a Lancashire cotton worker or a Northumbrian ship-builder"

12

The unknown and foreign were romantic, while the known were not.
Orwell had noted in :?he Road to Wigan ,Pier that the middle-cl~.ss
automatically turned away from the working class as the result
almost automatic childhood training.
Cyril Connolly devotes considerable space in his eritic2.l
and autobiographical book, Enemies of Promise, to a study of
political writing.

Connolly believes that the ·writer

"must in his serious writing, avoid propaganda and the
presence in his work of lumps of unassimilated
political materia1. 111 3

or

114.

The important point of this statement is that it refers to the
writer's serious writing, for Connolly believed, when the book was
published in 1938, that writers should do all that was posrible to
ha.l t the spread of li'ascism and the likelihood 0f war, but should
avoid becoming too idealistically involved in politics for this
would inevitably le~d to disillusionment •

.Above all, Connolly

warned
"Political writing is dangerous writing,
!

it deals Not in words, but in words that
f

affect lives, and is a weapon that should
be entrusted to those qualified to use it.
Thus a burst of felicitous militancy with
the pen may send three young men to be
killed in Spain; for whose deaths the author
is responsible.

If hnman beings have any

right, they have the right to know what they
are dying for." 14
Thus it appears that Connolly, who is and was a very shre,,rd critic

and writer, believed that the effect of wri tars on the publ:i.e was
considerable, that writers could influence the actions of people,
could in fact be effective propagandists, or recruiters, for
political causes.

Connolly also comments that while the i;rri ter

~ay nave a direct influence en politics, politics can only be of

indirect value to him, for good literatartis very rarely directly
political, but more often what has been earlier termed pre-political.
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Much of the political importance of literature tor the
reading public lies in the portrait given by the writer of' society
or his view of it.

The influential and popular writer can make

his readers see their society, or another society, as he wishes
them to see it and consequently, his importance to a political
movement can be very great.

It is for this reason that there is

such concern in Marxist theory with the •correct• concerns of
Socialist literature.

The Czech Communist writer Jiri Hajek says

"Literature is, and has to be, a critique
of reality from the standpoint of the

chief condition for man's self-realization.
It casts doubt on supposedly universal
conceptions
of reality, destroys false myths,
.
:,

dispels self-deception .... Its central eoncern
is to criticize the state of humanity's basic
values ••• Its aim is t'b stimulate e:wareness
of human responsibility in the widest sense" 1 '

In other words, to be valuable, or even viable, for a Marxist, a
work of literature has to be overtly propagandistJpromoting the
Marxist cause and exposing the fallacies of capitalism.
In presenting a picture of his version of real 1ty, the ·writer
is performing a political task, whether in accord with Marxist
theory or not.

Most of the public must rely on others to give

them a broader view of even their own society.

In this task the

joui"nalist is more important than the literary figure but the

latter more often presents a more complete picture, for the
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journalist is concerned ·with events within society, rather than
with society itself.

The novelist and dramatist are more effective

in presenting accurate versions of society or reality than the poet
for the poet has the artificiality or his medium to remove his
subject matter from reality even before he treats it. The various
poetic conventions also tend :to decrease the reality of the poet's
presentation and it was no doubt in an attempt to increase the
realism of their poetry

t

that the poets of the Thirties developed

the stark verse forms that they used, rejecting the florid imagery
of the Georgians and the erudite allusions of T.S.Eliot.
George Orwell comments in "Inside the Whale" that there
were very few novels written by the politically committed during
the Thirties as
••the atmosphere of orthodoxy is al't-rays

damaging to prose and above all it is
completely ruinous to the novel the
most anarchical of all forms of literoi.ture"16
It is noticeable that thf:'l t~'.ro books Orwell -wrote during his time
of political involvement (he ·was an inactive member of the I.L.P.
for eighteen. months) were Hoffii\g~t ..~.Q. Catalonia and The Road to

?ligan )?ier, neither of the novels.

Ishervmod was far from being

commi.tted to poli.tical orthodoxy, yet his books tended to be semi•
autobiographical short stories rather than novels.
The novels written by the polttically committed of' the
· Thirties seem to have been mainly allegories like Up't-rard •s ;i:ourneY;

to the Border

and Rex Warner •s Ihe Wi.ld, Goose Chas,e.

This is due

not merely to the influence of Franz Kafka but also to the nature
of the allegorical form i!self. Writing in the guise of allegory,
the author does not need to present an existing value system, nor
does he have to give an accurate portrayal of a reality with i,rhich
"

he may be unfamiliar.

The middle-class writer, despite his

rejection of his own class b~ckground, was rarely able to describe
a working class family or outlook convincingly, yet if he wanted
to write in accordance with his Marxist beliefs, he had to portray

the victory of ~the working class.

Allegory enabled him to trans••

late his theory into a world of unreality, yet still portray by
the happenings :i.n his unreal world, the reality of the historical
process as he, with his Marxist beliefs saw it.
It is unlikely, however, that th.is allegorioal writing had
much effect on the working class who were unlikely to grasp the
meaning even if they read the books.

Thus it seems that when

G.S.Fraser says

"that in the long run the practical
:tmportance of the poetry of Auden
and his group was rath9r in awakening
a sense of social responstbility among
young men of their own class than in
stirring up the consciousness of the
work5.ng class" 17
this statement can be extended to include most of the political
writings of the Thirties.
The writers of the Thirties had been effective in bringing
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political matters to the attention of part of the public. If they
failed in their attempts to join or demonstrate aolidarity with
the workers through their literature, they nevertheless made many
of their own class and of such members of the working class as
were trying to upgrade themselves in the class structure, aware
that there was some value and truth in the socialist doctrines
and interpretat:i.ons of world events.

They· helped to show the

British public that Fascism was a danger to Britain and to Europe,
and that the Brit:tsh government had not developed an adequate
policy towards the Fascists.

Before the Spanish Civil War and in

the early months of it they ·were influential, if only in reinforcing the ideas of the newspaper writers ,,.rho moulded publ :i.c
opinion.

When the writers discovered that despite this apparent

influence nothing they did would alter matters in Spain, or the
attitude of the B~itish Government towards Fascism, they became
disillusioned ·with the politics they had embraced so idealistically
and began to deal with more personal themes in their work.

The

importance of the politically-aware writers in the early Thirties
and the influence they were able to exert is largely explainable
as being due to the virtual absence of an official opposition
following the crushing Labour Party defeat in 1931.

By the end of

the decade the Labour Party was rallying and becomin~ once again
the voice of ppposition to the Government and its actions ..
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